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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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DISTRICT OF NEVADA
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PlayUp, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
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Plaintiff,
v.
Dr. Laila Mintas, an individual,
Defendant.
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ORDER AND PRELIMINARY
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Defendant Dr. Laila Mintas (“Dr. Mintas”), by and through her counsel of record, submits
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her appendix to her Response in Opposition to Emergency Motion for an Ex Parte Temporary
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Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction.
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Dated: December 27, 2021

NAYLOR & BRASTER
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By: /s/ Jennifer L. Braster
Jennifer L. Braster, NBN 9982
Benjamin B. Gordon, NBN 15552
1050 Indigo Drive, Suite 200
Las Vegas, NV 89145
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(b), I hereby certify that I am an employee
of NAYLOR & BRASTER and that on this 27th day of December 2021, I caused the document
APPENDIX

TO

DR.

LAILA

MINTAS’

RESPONSE

IN

OPPOSITION

TO

EMERGENCY MOTION FOR AN EX PARTE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

7

AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION to be served through the Court’s CM/ECF system to

8

those persons designated by the parties that have appeared in the matter.

9
10

/s/ Jennifer L. Braster
An Employee of NAYLOR & BRASTER
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15
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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Jennifer L. Braster
Nevada Bar No. 9982
Benjamin B. Gordon
Nevada Bar No. 15552
NAYLOR & BRASTER
1050 Indigo Drive, Suite 200
Las Vegas, NV 89145
Telephone: (702) 420-7000
Facsimile: (702) 420-7001
jbraster@nblawnv.com
Attorneys for Dr. Laila Mintas

8

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

DISTRICT OF NEVADA

10
11

PlayUp, Inc., a Delaware corporation,

12
13
14

Plaintiff,
v.
Dr. Laila Mintas, an individual,

15

Defendant.

Case No. 2:21-cv-02129-GMN-NJK
DECLARATION OF DR. LAILA MINTAS
IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO
EMERGENCY MOTION FOR AN EX
PARTE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
ORDER AND PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

I, Dr. Laila Mintas, declare as follows:
1.

I am the defendant in the above-captioned action. I have personal knowledge of

the matters stated herein, and if called upon to do so, could and would testify competently thereto.
2.

I make this Declaration in support of my Response to Emergency Motion for an

Ex Parte Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction.
3.

Since 2006 I have worked in this industry and have built an excellent reputation.

4.

I received my Ph.D. in Law from Humboldt University in Berlin. I have been a

law professor for Humboldt University and also worked in private practice for three years at an
international law firm, specializing in sports law, gambling law, and compliance and litigation.

27
28
001
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5.

I also have worked as the Integrity Lead for many companies. In 2015, I was

2

invited by Victoria Policy in Australia to speak about Integrity in Sports at their symposium and

3

also have had other speaker engagements around the world.

4

6.

I previously worked as the Director of Sports Integrity with CONCACAF and led

5

the sports integrity efforts with FIFA. I lectured at INTERPOL workshops about Sports Betting

6

and Integrity topics.

7

7.

I have served as Guest Professor at several universities such as Columbia

8

University NYC, St John's University NYC, University of New Hampshire, and Humboldt

9

University in Germany on topics such as Sports Betting, Sports Law and Sports Integrity.

10

8.

I started with PlayUp, Inc. (“PlayUp Inc.”), a Delaware corporation, as Chief

11

Executive Officer (“CEO”) in December 2019, after negotiations from September to November

12

2019.

13

Australian company. PlayUp Inc. and PlayUp Ltd. are collectively referred to as “PlayUp” or the

14

“Company.”

15

PlayUp Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of PlayUp Limited (“PlayUp Ltd.”), an

9.

During the time period of negotiations, Daniel Simic (“Simic”), the global CEO of

16

PlayUp Ltd., made multiple representations to me that as I found out later ultimately were false,

17

including, but not limited to, PlayUp Ltd. was ready to do an IPO in the United States and has

18

finalized all the documents, and that PlayUp Ltd. in Australia operated its own technology

19

platform. For that purpose, he showed me the third-party platform that PlayUp Ltd. was using,

20

misrepresenting that this is the in-house tech platform of PlayUp Ltd.

21

10.

I executed an initial employment agreement to be effective December 1, 2019, but

22

thereafter the employment agreement was re-done to be effective September 30, 2020, which

23

allowed me to receive an equity interest in PlayUp Ltd. earlier. I received that equity interest in

24

PlayUp Ltd. earlier because despite the fact my initial employment agreement provided for

25

monetary compensation, I never received any monetary compensation during my first year of

26

employment. The employment agreement attached to Simic’s affidavit is the initial employment

27

agreement.

28

Agreement effective September 30, 2020.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of my Employment
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11.

I am also on the board of PlayUp Ltd. and officers with Simic in several related

PlayUp entities.
12.

At the time I started with PlayUp Inc., the valuation for PlayUp was less than $50

million USD.
13.

I was the first employee (and only employee) of PlayUp Inc. for the following 1 ½

years of my 2 years employment period.
14.

My (now former) residence was the corporate address for PlayUp Inc. and

effectively I ran the operations out of my home.
15.

I accepted a salary of $500,000 for my second year of employment, which was

10

approximately half of market value, because otherwise PlayUp Inc. would not have been able to

11

afford me.

12

16.

Initially, I had an 11% ownership interest in PlayUp Ltd. but that has been diluted

13

to approximately 7.5% according to PlayUp Ltd. without Simic or PlayUp Ltd. being able to

14

explain to me properly how that had happened.

15

17.

Upon information and belief, Simic and, as I found out only recently, the other two

16

Australian board members Costa and Sapsford, had founded and are directors of a company

17

called PlayChip that I was told was declared bankrupt years ago and then overnight suddenly

18

owned over 5% in PlayUp. I have concerns as they are all board members of PlayUp Ltd. and

19

PlayChip and act in both companies. Because Simic, Costa, and Sapsford make up the majority

20

of the PlayUp Ltd. board, they can act as sole decisionmakers and make decisions in fact by

21

themselves. I have concerns about the legitimacy of the process, which I believe can lead

22

automatically to the dilution of the shareholders’ interests.

23

18.

I also invested approximately $1.2 million of my own savings with PlayUp Ltd.

24

19.

My initial employment agreement for a 2-year period stated that I had to obtain

25

two market access agreements (“skin” agreements) as milestones. In the employment agreement

26

effective September 30, 2020, that requirement was removed because I already achieved the

27

milestone in the first few months of my employment.

28
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20.

During my tenure as CEO, I obtained nine market access agreements for the

2

benefit of PlayUp Inc. and over ten additional market access agreements were pending as of

3

November 30, 2021. Some of them have been signed in the meantime. This all stemmed from my

4

relationships and my hard work.

5

21.

Simic controlled the financials of PlayUp Inc and failed to allow me to exercise

6

my control as CEO. Examples of this conduct include Simic deciding which invoices were paid

7

and delays in paying invoices and funding the US subsidiary PlayUp Inc, which sometimes

8

required me to front the funds and be reimbursed. His delays frustrated PlayUp Inc.’s success

9

and damaged my reputation with these vendors.

10
11

22.

I believe Simic is threatened by my success. He tried to undermine my authority

and to humiliate me in front of third parties and my team.

12

23.

The Australian board members, namely Simic, Michael Costa (“Costa”), and

13

Richard Sapsford (“Sapsford”), were always an obstacle instead of a support, e.g. they submitted

14

their licensing documents for New Jersey only after nine months, which took me two weeks to

15

do.

16
17
18
19
20
21

24.

In August 2021, FTX Trading Limited (“FTX”), a cryptocurrency company, was

introduced to PlayUp Ltd.
25.

FTX was only interested in acquiring the US business, PlayUp Inc., however, I

was able to negotiate with them to acquire the parent company, PlayUp Ltd.
26.

FTX’s advisor, Chris Grove, informed me that FTX thinks I am the “jewel of the

company” and that FTX wanted me to stay on for at least 24 months.

22

27.

The term sheet for the deal with FTX requires me to stay on for 24 months.

23

28.

FTX offered to buy PlayUp Ltd. for $450 million.

24

29.

As part of this transaction with FTX, PlayUp created a data room or portal that

25

contained PlayUp’s confidential information, including, but not limited to, salary information and

26

market access agreements.

27
28

30.

During the time period of negotiating the deal with FTX, I was negotiating a new

contract with PlayUp Inc. as my contract was expiring November 30, 2021.
-4-
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1

31.

Based on objective market studies confirmed by headhunters and the fact that I

2

created a valuation of at least an additional $400 million for PlayUp, I requested an increased

3

salary from $500,000 to $1 million. Assuming I had approximately 10% in stock as I received

4

11% when I started and invested additionally $1.2 million, I was asking for an increase in shares

5

to get topped up to 15% based on my overperformance and because I created a value of $450

6

million without support from the board for PlayUp Ltd. in Australia. It is also very common to

7

receive more stock for the renewal of a contract in our industry.

8

32.

In mid-October 2021, Simic approved my contract terms and stated we would

9

move forward with my contract extension and wanted to get “joint board approval.” In a message

10

to me dated October 25, 2021 in response to my deal points, Simic writes, “lets do a joint board

11

approval” and “asap.” Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of screenshots of

12

What’s app messages between myself and Simic.

13

messaged, “I will speak with Ash today as he is in the officve [sic].” In the following weeks, I

14

followed up at least once a week and Daniel told me that the contract was in the works. On

15

November 4, 2021, at 5:33 p.m., Daniel says “I am waiting on Ash. Will chase him up now.” Id.

16

33.

On October 27, 2021 at 5:25 p.m., he

From the date of Simic’s message on October 25, 2021, my understanding was

17

PlayUp Ltd. was working on my new contract as we had a verbal agreement on my contract terms

18

that were documented in my messages with Simic. Simic reassured me that my contract would be

19

completed. For example, Simic messaged on November 8, 2021, at 1:06 a.m., “Yep. Let’s speak

20

tomorrow about how we close it…” Id.

21
22
23

34.

On November 6, 2021, FTX invited myself, Simic, and Costa, to meet with them

in person in the Bahamas, where they are headquartered.
35.

On November 9, 2021, Simic emailed me a proposal that he wanted to present to

24

FTX. To my surprise, as part of this proposal, Simic wanted to include another company

25

PlayChip in the acquisition for an additional $105 million (for a total of $555 million price) and

26

also for FTX to pay key Australian staff an additional $65 million as incentive. Attached hereto

27

as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of Simic’s November 9, 2021, email to me.

28
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1

36.

With the $450 million valuation that FTX agreed on and Simic and Costa

2

requesting an additional $170 million to line their own pockets, I believe they tried to defraud the

3

PlayUp Ltd. shareholders and destroyed the deal with FTX.

4

37.

Simic verbally told me that he wanted to negotiate $25 million for himself and $25

5

million for me as sign-on bonuses out of the $65 million incentive amount as well as more money

6

through PlayChip for other people associated with PlayUp Ltd. Simic said he wants “to use

7

PlayChip as a vehicle to get more money to certain people that are involved with PlayChip.” At

8

the time, I did not know what people were associated with PlayUp Ltd. that were also associated

9

with PlayChip. I told Simic that he could not do this as it is our shareholders’ money and that he

10

cannot negotiate anything with FTX on my behalf. In a message on the What’s App app, I wrote

11

on November 9, 2021, at 9:01 p.m.: “Why are you still talking about Ftx? Those are t]wo separate

12

items. I don’t allow you to negotiate with them about me. And to be honest, I still don’t

13

understand what you are saying. I am talking about my contract extension- this gas [sic]

14

absolutely nothing to do with Ftx. If there is anything to negotiate about me and ftx, I will do it on

15

my own.” Exhibit 2.

16
17

38.

those of the shareholders of PlayUp Ltd.

18
19

I was concerned and remain concerned that Simic is putting his interests ahead of

39.

My contract negotiation needed to be separate from the FTX discussions because

my contract expired November 30, 2021, and the deal with FTX could close after.

20

40.

Also, when PlayUp was first introduced to FTX, it was going through a

21

fundraising round of $35 million. FTX stated they would fulfill the fundraising goal of $35

22

million and wire money immediately. Simic accepted those funds without first ensuring the

23

necessary paperwork was completed as required by our audit and internal controls.

24

information and belief, this led Simic to believe FTX would buy PlayUp anyway as he told me

25

FTX’s average trade volumes were about $14 billion per day so a few $100s of millions more

26

would not matter to them. Upon information and belief, this made Simic greedy and wanted

27

more.

28
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41.

Costa emailed me on November 13, 2021, stating it was “inappropriate” for me to

2

attend the FTX meeting in Bahamas. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of

3

Costa’s November 13, 2021, email to me, Simic, board member Dennis Drazin, and Sapsford.

4

Upon information and belief, Costa did not want me to attend because Costa, Simic, and Sapsford

5

all sought to negotiate their side-deal involving PlayChip as I have subsequently learned they are

6

all also involved with PlayChip, hold director positions with PlayChip, and would have been

7

direct beneficiaries of the side-deal. I have requested the ownership information about PlayChip

8

several times but the board has not provided me with all the information I have requested.

9

42.

After talking to board member Dennis Drazin about this integrity issue of Simic

10

and Costa, Dennis encouraged me to travel to the Bahamas. As FTX invited me to the meeting, I

11

met with FTX separately in the Bahamas to speak about the US business as this was their main

12

focus. FTX confirmed Simic and Costa were asking in the Bahamas meeting for an additional

13

$105 million for PlayChip. FTX stated they could build something like PlayChip in two days and

14

it was worthless to them. Simic also presented a list of eight “key employees” that must be

15

retained by FTX for hefty salaries. FTX told me that they looked those employees up in the data

16

room and that they make all small salaries. However, Simic said they need to stay motivated after

17

the sale and therefore need to get all over a million in salaries each. One of them was Scott Simic,

18

Daniel’s brother, who does not play a key role within PlayUp Ltd. They were all Australians with

19

PlayUp Ltd., not even one US employee was on the list. FTX had previously expressed to me

20

and Simic that they were not interested in the Australian business and felt fooled when Simic

21

made this demand. Simic also told them that they hired a new PlayUp Inc. CEO, as my contract

22

was expiring November 30, 2021. FTX expressed confusion to me as I was to stay on as part of

23

the sale. FTX told me that they will skip on the deal but only will tell Simic and Costa “once they

24

have left the island, so they won’t come back and knock on their door.”

25

43.

Despite previously informing me that he agreed to my contract terms and that

26

PlayUp is working on it with outside counsel, upon information and belief, Simic had no

27

intention to seek board approval of my new contract. PlayUp Ltd.’s General Counsel, Ashley

28

Kerr, also further these misrepresentations as he told me their attorneys were working on my
-7-
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1

contract. Looking back, I do not believe that to be true and they simply sought to string me

2

along.

3

44.

FTX also told me that the company was skipping on the deal because Simic’s

4

proposal was too “messy.” They also referred to Simic as “dodgy” and did not want to deal with

5

him.

6

45.

After this meeting with FTX and under those circumstances, I relayed to the board

7

of PlayUp Ltd. what FTX told me. Simic denied it to the board and the entire board did not react.

8

As of today, the entire board has not taken any action to clean up the Company to make sure this

9

doesn’t happen again.

10

46.

The board did not believe me, however, FTX shortly thereafter sent an email

11

confirming what I told the board. Even though I was a board member and CEO of PlayUp Inc. at

12

the time of the email, the Australian Board members never shared the email with me. I requested

13

the email several times from them but never received it. Dennis Drazin forwarded me the email

14

unofficially. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the November 24, 2021,

15

email from FTX to Simic and Costa forwarded to me.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

47.

In their email, FTX explained:
1.
A large part of the value of the business is coming from the
US licensure and market access agreements. Any potential
acquirer would want to make sure these agreements are full proof.
The current US team has been incredibly important to getting the
market access agreements. To our surprise, key personnel from the
US business are not a part of the future plans of the business.
2.
There seems to be mistrust and lack of communication
between the US and Global business.
3.
The Global leadership has conflicts of interest with other
business activities, for example, PlayChip.
This could be
competitive with PlayUp and may have legal ramifications.
4.
There is discontent within the team and the board on the
valuations. We don’t want employees to feel that they’ve had to
forgo better options and therefore aren’t motivated to work under
FTX.

28
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1

Exhibit 5.

2

48.

Upon information and belief, the first point raised by FTX references Simic’s

3

statement to FTX that PlayUp Inc. was going to have a new CEO.

4

referenced by FTX is myself and the team that I created. I believe “key personnel” refers to me.

5

49.

The “current US team”

Upon information and belief, the second point raised by FTX references the

6

disparity from FTX asking from day 1 that I stay on for at least 24 months as part of the deal and

7

then Simic, the global CEO, stating that PlayUp Inc. would have a new CEO. FTX received

8

different information from Simic than previously conveyed and in contradiction to the terms FTX

9

required.

10

50.

The third point references PlayChip, which both myself and Benson informed

11

Simic he should not request from FTX and would be against the shareholders’ interests in PlayUp

12

Ltd.

13

51.

Upon information and belief, the fourth point cannot have anything to do with me

14

as Simic conveyed that I was not going to be an “employee” any longer, e.g. there would be a

15

new CEO. I believe this references the 8 Australian “key” employees that Simic was insisting

16

must be part of the deal.

17

52.

For the next two weeks, I tried in vain to salvage the deal with FTX, which meant I

18

needed to negotiate with FTX and Simic would need to be removed.

19

attempting to negotiate a side deal for PlayChip for $105 million, involving his demand to retain

20

eight Australian employees for $65 million (including $25 million for himself) for a total increase

21

of $170 million, and informing FTX that PlayUp Inc. was going to have a new CEO had ruined

22

the deal and I wanted to save the deal with FTX.

23

53.

Simic’s conduct in

The board of PlayUp Ltd. did not believe me and continued to impede my efforts

24

to rescue the deal with FTX. Upon information and belief, this was because three of the board

25

members of PlayUp Ltd. were also associated with PlayChip. These are board members Simic,

26

Costa, and Sapsford. These are the three Australian board members. The only other board

27

members are myself and Dennis Drazin, who is based in the United States and I recommended.

28
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1

54.

During this same time, I still had not received my new contract despite Simic’s

2

agreement to the terms and PlayUp Ltd.’s General Counsel, Ashley Kerr (“Kerr”), representing

3

two weeks prior that their US attorneys were working on the contract.

4

November 10, 2021, “I instructed DLA yesterday to pull together the core of the contract and

5

explained the urgency.” Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of Kerr’s

6

November 10, 2021 email to Simic that Simic forwarded to me.

Kerr emailed on

7

55.

I repeatedly followed up and was always told my contract was in the works.

8

56.

After FTX sent its rejection email, Ross Benson (“Benson”), a 10% shareholder in

9

PlayUp Ltd., told me that he informed Simic before Simic travelled to the Bahamas that he could

10

not ask FTX for $105 million for PlayChip because it would harm the PlayUp Ltd.’s

11

shareholder’s interests.

12

57.

After the meeting in the Bahamas with FTX, at one point, Simic did agree to

13

resign but required a $10 million severance package. I rejected it saying there is no reason to

14

justify this and it is shareholder money. His resignation never came to fruition.

15

58.

On November 25, 2021, Farshad Amirbeaggi, an attorney for PlayUp Ltd., stated

16

that he’s “on [my] side” in a message and asked me to call him. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a

17

true and correct copy of a screenshot of What’s app messages between myself and Amirbeaggi. I

18

believe he sent me this in an effort to glean information.

19

59.

I did call Amirbeaggi on November 25, 2021, which was Thanksgiving. He said

20

he wanted to see how I was doing and was calling as a “friend.” He also said that he does not

21

work for PlayUp anymore. The last work he had done was my employment contract almost two

22

years ago. However, just five days later, he submits an affidavit in these court proceedings against

23

me and on behalf of PlayUp Inc., which contains untrue statements of mine.

24
25
26

60.

The November 29, 2021, board meeting, in which my contract was to be

discussed, was cancelled.
61.

From November 30, 2021, on, PlayUp Inc. shut off my access to my PlayUp email

27

account and informed people that I was “on vacation,” which was not true. PlayUp Inc. did not

28

renew my contract. I was not on vacation as my contract had expired.
- 10 -
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1

62.

Upon information and belief, PlayUp was informing people that I was “on

2

vacation” so they could complete certain market access deals that I had in the pipeline. Some got

3

signed in the meantime while they were telling people I was on vacation.

4

63.

Because of this, I had voluminous emails sent to my mintas.net email account and

5

some emails did not get through. As an example, I received a letter from my bank informing me

6

of emails not going through. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of a letter

7

dated December 5, 2021, that I received from my bank.

8
9
10

64.

I continued to engage in communications with several individuals with PlayUp

Ltd. in an effort to salvage the FTX deal as well as finalize my contract.
65.

I had several messages with Benson. In one message from December 4, 2021,

11

Benson states, “Hi Laila, when Daniel finishes airing his laundry let's try to continue.” Attached

12

hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a screenshot of What’s app messages between

13

myself and Benson.

14

66.

Benson also confirmed the need to have me negotiate with FTX, telling me and

15

Simic in a group message from December 4, 2021 at 4:35 p.m., “As FTX have stated..’our big

16

concern is systematic’ management risk. Nothing better than a face to face meeting with them to

17

demonstrate this is not present. It is implicit that Leila [sic] should be entitled to what she was

18

promised(verbal or otherwise). It's time to move forward.” Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true

19

and correct copy of a screenshot of What’s app messages between myself, Benson, and Simic in a

20

group message.

21
22
23

67.

Benson recognized that PlayUp Ltd. had already made promises to me for my

continued employment and I was instrumental to save the deal.
68.

I repeatedly explained to others with PlayUp Ltd. why I felt Simic should step

24

down. In one email to Kerr, the General Counsel of PlayUp Ltd., on December 5, 2021, I

25

explained, “I strongly believe that the business would be more successful if Dan stepped down

26

completely but I believe that the board is not ready for this decision yet and in order to move

27

forward quickly and focus on closing the FTX deal, I would be fine with him being responsible for

28

AU only; that also removes the interference with him in the US; I believe that someone has put a
- 11 -
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1

proposal forward that includes Dennis as the Chairman for the US which I would support as

2

well.” In response, Kerr tells me that he will include this with the board package and circulate

3

information he receives from the other board members so a board meeting can take place to

4

approve my contract. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an email

5

exchange between myself and Kerr, copying Drazin, dated December 5-6, 2021.

6
7
8

69.

Even after they did not renew my contract by November 30th, I still wanted to

make the FTX deal work and my contract work.
70.

On December 7, 2021, in an email from board member Dennis Drazin, he

9

confirms he also wants to move forward with the FTX deal and wants to get a decision at the

10

board meeting that evening regarding my contract. He stated that he will “try to finalize a

11

contract.” Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of an email exchange between

12

myself and Drazin dated December 6-7, 2021.

13

71.

Then, the December 7, 2021 board meeting was cancelled 30 minutes prior.

14

72.

I held off telling people in the industry that I was no longer with PlayUp Inc.

15

because I did not want to damage PlayUp’s reputation. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true

16

and correct copy of an email exchange between myself and Kerr, Drazin, Simic, Costa, and

17

Sapsford dated December 7-9, 2021. On the December 9, 2021, email at 3:30 AM, I state, “I

18

have to move forward shortly to inform people that I am not with PlayUp anymore. I just try to

19

avoid an irreversible damage to PlayUp but I cannot wait longer.” I sent this email over a week

20

after PlayUp Inc. sued me.

21

73.

Then, on December 9, 2021 Kerr, the General Counsel of PlayUp Ltd, wrote me

22

“In order to reach a final decision on the proposals and to put these matters behind us, the Board

23

kindly ask that you respond to Farshad’s emails so that all materials be included in the Board

24

Pack…” As I had responded to all their questions already, I set them a deadline until end of

25

December 13, 2021 for the board to give me a final response on the extension of my contract. See

26

Exhibit 13. When I woke up on December 13, 2021, I saw all the headlines in the news blaming

27

me for “sabotaging the FTX deal.”

28
- 12 -
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

74.

I further explained in my December 9, 2021, email that “I am looking for a

friendly solution in the interest of the company and the shareholders.” I further stated,
Also, to clarify – I am not threating you guys with anything. I attached to this
email my entire email conversation with you. Everything which you may
understand as “threatening” is marked in yellow. If you read carefully, you will
see that I am always consider taking legal actions such as telling the regulators the
truth or to start a litigation process. In terms of regulators, I even have an
obligation. I never said to anybody that I would tell a regulator or anybody else
anything that is wrong. I will always stay with the truth, and it will be up to them
to judge about it. So there is nothing for you to be concerned about if you did
everything correct so I am not sure why you afraid?
***
I am not getting tired of telling you that my intention is not to threaten anybody
but has always been to make you aware of the consequences that will occur. I am
the one trying to find compromises to rescue the FTX deal in the interest of our
shareholders even though I didn’t get what Daniel promised me 3 months ago (I
have it in writing). Instead of finding a solution, I think you are just trying to
create more problems. I also think you are not getting the right legal advice from
your outside lawyers. Once this goes into litigation, this will be public
information in the US and FTX will be thrown into this as witness etc. You can be
assured that this will kill any deal immediately, not only with FTX. And again for
you guys as you seem not to understand it, that’s not a threat, this will be the
consequence out of those facts.
75.

I also spoke with Drazin who stated he had dinner with Simic on December 14th in

New Jersey. Simic conveyed to Drazin that they received bad legal advice from their lawyer,
Amirbeaggi, and he advised them that they had to take action against me because otherwise they
would get sued by the shareholders. Simic told him that they did not think this court order would
get so much attention and they should not have listened to Amirbeaggi’s advice.
76.

In early December 2021, my husband and I sold our house in Henderson, Nevada,

and moved out. The intention was to move to the Bahamas, however, that has been delayed with
these court proceedings.
77.

I learned about this litigation as it is all over the news and my reputation is being

destroyed. I would have preferred that this dispute be handled outside of publicized litigation as it
would likely further risk a deal with FTX, however, I must respond to the accusations made
against me. It is being reported in the media by PlayUp that I sabotaged the FTX deal because I
was unhappy over my own compensation. As stated herein, this is not true.
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2
3

78.

Drazin also informed me that he told the board of PlayUp Ltd. not to proceed with

litigation against me as it would become public information and would risk the FTX deal.
79.

If you conduct a search for my name, you will see numerous news stories reporting

4

the false narrative of PlayUp that I sabotaged the FTX deal. My brother, who lives in Germany,

5

also searched my name in Germany, which shows similar stories. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14

6

is a true and correct copy of a screenshot my brother sent me of news stories in Germany.

7
8
9
10
11

80.

I had a conversation with a headhunter and after the news broke, he told me that

under these circumstances there is no way for me to get hired.
81.

We have not yet relocated to the Bahamas as a result due to the upcoming court

hearing on January 3, 2022, and the need to correct the statements being made against me.
82.

I have reviewed the affidavits of Simic, Benson, and Armirbeaggi attached to the

12

Motion for Preliminary Injunction. I never said those things that Simic, Benson, and Armirbeaggi

13

stated that I said during these telephone calls. These calls all surrounded “how do we save the

14

FTX deal,” and I made it clear that I could only save the deal if I had a contract so I could

15

approach FTX as a representative of PlayUp Ltd. FTX also wanted me to stay on so that would

16

also resolve that problem. I did tell the board that Simic needs to leave the Company because of

17

him trying to do the side deals with FTX which harmed our shareholders and destroyed the deal

18

with FTX. I did also tell them that FTX did not want to deal with Simic because he was “dodgy”

19

and FTX told me to clean up the mess and come back once it is done.

20

83.

I never said I would take the company into bankruptcy or burn it down. I said as

21

soon as we have a pending lawsuit, e.g. the shareholders sue or I sue PlayUp, it will be very

22

difficult to find people that want to invest in the business, which will ultimately lead to

23

bankruptcy. I also said I have to report what I know to the regulators if they do not clean up the

24

Company because I am holding a gambling key license. I never said I would report false

25

information, only what is true, as I have an obligation to do so.

26

84.

I have not disparaged PlayUp. My comments regarding the future of PlayUp Ltd.

27

and PlayUp Inc. were not threats but rather what I believed would occur if I was not given the

28

opportunity to salvage the FTX deal and by virtue, the extension of my contract.
- 14 -
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1
2

85.

I have not disclosed any confidential information of PlayUp per the terms of my

Employment Agreement, except in the performance of my duties as officer and board member.

3

86.

4

secrets of PlayUp.

5

87.

I have not threatened to misappropriate or actually misappropriated any trade

I have invested approximately $1.2 million of my own savings into PlayUp Ltd.

6

and forewent a salary for a year to see PlayUp Inc. succeed. It is to my benefit for PlayUp Inc. to

7

succeed and for the FTX deal to be completed – as a shareholder and officer and for my future

8

reputation.

9

88.

10
11

FTX made it clear that I was an integral part of the deal, and I was needed for the

deal to be completed.
89.

I was repeatedly assured that my contract was in the works. For example, Simic

12

had agreed to my terms in October 2021 and PlayUp Ltd.’s General Counsel represented that

13

attorneys were working urgently on my contract.

14

90.

Even after PlayUp Inc. filed this lawsuit against me, accusing me of breaching my

15

fiduciary duties and disparaging PlayUp, they continued to engage with me, leading me to believe

16

my contract would be extended and I would be given an opportunity to salvage the deal with

17

FTX. Several individuals with PlayUp Ltd., including Benson and Drazin, have expressed to me

18

the need to have my contract renewed to salvage the deal with FTX.

19
20
21

91.

However, I have not received a renewed contract, but instead have to respond to

these accusations against me which harm my reputation in the industry and PlayUp Inc.
92.

On December 22, 2021, PlayUp’s general counsel, Kerr, emailed me directly, not

22

through my legal counsel, and informed me that my appointment “as both US CEO and as

23

Director of PlayUp has ceased,” despite the provisions in my Employment Agreement regarding

24

my board membership. I have not received any formal or appropriate documentation informing

25

me that I am no longer a board member of PlayUp Ltd. or any of the related companies. Further,

26

this email from Kerr is the first time PlayUp officially notified me that they are not extending my

27

contract. I have not received any board information or requested information, and I have not been

28

treated like a board member since I rejected to take part in the side deal on November 9, 2021.
- 15 -
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3

93.

Regarding employment with FTX, I have not taken any position with FTX as an

employee or consultant.
94.

As of today, the entire board did not react and has not taken any action to clean up

4

PlayUp to make sure this doesn' t happen again. I believe the unethical behavior and integrity

5

issue of the entire board harmed the shareholders as they lost the deal and as a result, have been

6

financially damaged.

7

95.

I strongly believe that the PlayUp Ltd. board members have intentionally tried to

8

manipulate the Court by submitting 417 pages to the Court but not including the two most

9

important, determining emails ofthe entire case: (1) email from Simic dated November 9, 2021 ,

10

confirming that he wanted to do a side deal only a few days before travelling to the Bahamas

11

meeting; and, (2) the November 24, 2021 email from FTX that explains the four reasons why

12

FTX skipped on the deal and confirms that Simic has asked for the side deal involving PlayChip

13

and destroyed the deal.

14

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the

15

foregoing is true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on December 23 , 2021 , in

16

Las Vegas, Nevada.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
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EXECUTION COPY
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
This Employment Agreement ( hi Agreement ) is entered into by and between PlayUp
Inc. a corporation ( he Company ), a d Dr. Laila Mintas (the Executive ). The Company and
the Executive a e
e i e c ec i e efe ed a he Parties a d i di id a a a Party.
This Agreement shall become effective 30th September 2020 ( he Effective Date ).
WHEREAS, the Company desires to hire Executive as of the Effective Date and on the
terms and conditions set forth below.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and other
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
the Parties hereto agree as follows:
1. Employment. The Company shall employ Executive, and Executive hereby accepts
employment with the Company upon the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement for the
period beginning on the Effective Date and ending 30th November 2021 unless ended earlier as
provided in Section 5 he e f ( he Employment Period ).
2. Position, Duties and Certain Definitions.
(a)
During the Employment Period, Executive shall serve as the Chief Executive
Officer of the Company and shall report to, he C
a
B a d f Di ec
a d he Global
Chief Executive Officer of PlayUp Ltd, an Australian limited corporation.
(b) During the Employment Period, Executive shall, at all times, devote
Executive
i g i e, a e i , e e gie , eff
a d i
he b i e a d affai
f he
Company to perform the services customarily provided by a Chief Executive Officer and as may
be specifically directed by and as requested by the Board or CEO of PlayUp Ltd, provided,
however that Executive shall be permitted to continue to manage and be involved in her other
current business interests and, i h he B a d c e ,
be
ea ab
i hhe d, serve on
the boards of such other businesses and/or serve as advisor and/or investor of such businesses
(specifically, Bet Works (US) LLC; Chalkline Sports; SportsInnovationLab, Inc.; DDSports, Inc.,
Livelike Inc., Dr. Mintas Consulting LLC; STFO (SportTechOperatingFund) where she might
serve as CEO/Managing Partner) to the extent such businesses do not compete with the Company
and her service does not create a conflict of interest with the Company or materially impair the
ef
a ce f E ec i e d ie .
(c)
In performing Executive d ie a d e e ci i g Executive a h i
de
this Agreement, Executive shall, in line with the budget gained to Executive, prepare for each
quarter in advance a business plan for PlayUp Inc. that Executive presents to PlayUp Limited for
approval, support and implement the business and strategic plans approved from time to time by
PlayUp Limited, shall
a d c e a e i h he C
a
eff
e a d he b i e
in conformity with the business and strategic plans approved by PlayUp Limited. These will
include assisting with the successful pre-IPO and IPO rounds of investment and acquisition of
gaming licenses throughout the United States of America.

{00731988.DOCX.6}
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(d)
Media releases regarding E ec i e involvement with the PlayUp Group will be
mutually agreed between the PlayUp Group and Executive (provided that nothing shall prevent PlayUp
Group or any of its Affiliates from making any public disclosure, should such disclosure be required
to be made under any applicable securities law or regulation or stock exchange rule). .
(e)
Executive will serve, at no extra compensation, as a member of the Board of
Directors of PlayUp Ltd. E ec i e
a e a d he out of pocket expenses related to her work
as a board member shall be reimbursed in accordance with the policies of the PlayUp Ltd Board.
(f)
E ec i e
i ci a ace f b i e ha be ca ed i Henderson, Nevada,
however her employment duties will extend to the entire of the United States of America.
3. Definitions. For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the
following meanings:
(a)
Affiliate f a Pe
ea a
he Pe
ha di ec
i di ec ,
through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with,
ch Pe
. The e
c
(i c di g he e
c
ed b a d
de c
c
i h ) ea he
e i , di ec
i di ec , f he
e
di ec
ca e he di ec i
f
the management and policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by
contract, or otherwise.
(b)
Cause
hall mean, with respect to the termination of Executive
employment, that one or more of the following acts or events has occurred: (1) the conviction of,
or entering a plea of nolo contendere to, a felony; (2) the commission of any other material act or
omission of fraud with respect to the Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their customers
or suppliers; (3) reporting to work under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs (other than
Executive ea ab e e f a c h i connection with business entertainment; provided that
Executive
e fac h d e
ca e he C
a
a
f i S b idia ie
b ic di g ace
or disrepute or economic harm), the use of illegal drugs (whether or not at the workplace), the
abuse of prescription drugs or other conduct causing the Company or any of its Subsidiaries
demonstrable public disgrace or disrepute or economic harm, (4) repeated failure to perform
reasonable duties reasonably directed in writing by the Board or the CEO of PlayUp, Ltd.; (5)
breach of fiduciary duty, gross negligence or willful misconduct with respect to the Company or
any of its Subsidiaries or Affiliates. The events and acts described in subparagraphs (4) and (5)
ab e ha
c
i e Ca e
e E ec i e i gi e hi (30) da
i e
ice a d
an opportunity to cure the breach caused thereby.
(c)
Disability ha
ea a accide , ic e , i ca aci
he h ica
mental disability that prevents Executive from performing substantially all of her duties for sixty
(60) consecutive days or for an aggregate of 120 days during any rolling period of 365 consecutive
days, as determined in good faith by the Board.
(d)
Good Reason ha
ea he cc e ce f a
f he f
i g, i each ca e
during the Employment Term without the Executive
i e c e , if he e e
c di i i
not cured within thirty (30) days after written notice thereof delivered by Executive to the
Company:
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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(1) C
a
fai
descripted in this agreement; or

e

ef a

a Executive compensation or benefits as

(2) A relocation of the Executive principal place of employment by more than
fifty (50) miles; or
(3) The C
a
fai e
b ai a ag ee e f
any successor to the
Company to assume and agree to perform this Agreement in the same manner and to the extent
the Company would be required to perform if no succession had taken place, except where such
assumption occurs by operation of law; or
(4) A a e ia , ad e e cha ge i he E ec i e i e, position, authority, duties,
or responsibilities (other than temporarily while the Executive is physically or mentally
incapacitated or as required by applicable law).
The Executive cannot terminate her employment for Good Reason unless she has provided
written notice to the Company of the existence of the circumstances providing grounds for
termination for Good Reason and the Company has had at least thirty (30) days from the date on
which such notice is provided to cure such circumstances.
(e)
Person
ea
a i di id a , c
a i , i i ed liability company,
partnership, joint venture, association, trust, unincorporated organization, or other entity.
(f)
Subsidiaries ea , i h e ec a Pe
, any corporation, partnership,
limited liability company, association, or other business entity of which (1) if a corporation, a
majority of the economic interests or total voting power of shares of stock entitled (irrespective of
whether, at the time, stock of any other class or classes of such corporation shall have, or might
have, voting power by reason of the happening of any contingency) to vote in the election of
directors, managers or trustees thereof is at the time owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by
that Person or by one or more of the other Subsidiaries of that Person or a combination thereof, or
(2) if a partnership, limited liability company, association, or other business entity, either (A) a
majority of the partnership or other similar ownership interest thereof is at the time owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by that Person or by one or more Subsidiaries of that Person or a
combination thereof, or (B) such Person is a general partner, managing member or managing
director of such partnership, limited liability company, association, or other entity.
(g)
Pla Up G o p means PlayUp Ltd, PlayUp, Inc., PlayUp Australia Pty Ltd,
Fanma Pty Ltd, Fantigma Pty Ltd, PlayUp Interactive Inc., Topbetta Pty Ltd, Sporttopia Group
Pty Ltd, PlayUp Digital Pty Ltd, Fan Media Pty Ltd, PlayUp Interactive Pty Ltd, Fan
Technologies, Pty Ltd, Amateur Gold Challenge and Tip2Win Pty Ltd., and any subsidiaries or
affiliates of any of them created in the future.
4. Compensation and Benefits.
(a)
As of 1st October 2020, Executive
(Five Hundred Thousand USD) annually.
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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(b)
The Company and PlayUp. Ltd. shall grant Executive shares and other equity
rights as follows:
i) Within 30 days of the Effective Date, Company will procure that PlayUp
Limited issue new ordinary shares of PlayUp Ltd to the Executive to the value of
USD 289,000.00 (AUD 407,616) being 142,026 New Shares as part of the
executive sign on benefit (New Shares). The number of New Shares is
determined based on a market value of AUD 2.87 for each New Share which
ranks equally to PlayUp Limited's most recent capital raise to be completed on or
around the Effective Date. These New Shares will vest immediately upon the
Issue Date. The Executive is responsible for any taxes or duties which may be
applicable to their personal taxes which flow from the issue of the New Shares.

ii) In addition, the Executive has:
(A)
within the period commencing on the Effective Date and ending
120 days of the Effective Date; or
(B)
within a 30 days period between commencing 90 days prior to the
timetabled date for PlayUp to be quoted on Nasdaq,
the right to purchase a further 1,531,231 of ordinary shares in PlayUp
Limited (or 53,593,078 pre consolidation amount) (Additional New
Shares) at a cost of USD $0.001 per Additional New Share totaling
-------$1,531,231. USD
-------$1,531.23.
The Executive is responsible for any taxes or duties which may be applicable to
their personal taxes which flow from the issue of the Additional New Shares.

(g) During the Employment Period, the Company shall reimburse Executive for all
reasonable out-of-pocket business expenses incurred by Executive in the course of performing
Executive d ie a d e
ibi i ie
de hi Ag ee e and which are consistent with the
C
a
icie i effec , f
i e i e, i h e ec
a e , lodging, entertainment, and
he b i e e e e , b ec
he C
a
e ie e
i h e ec
authorization,
reporting, and documentation of such expenses.
(h) PlayUp Inc. shall establish a group employee health insurance plan for
Executive and her family members with benefit levels of the best available plan available from
U.S. Government health insurance exchanges in the State of Nevada and cover the full cost of all
premiums for it. Furthermore, on the same terms as other similarly situated employees of PlayUp
Inc. Executive will be entitled to participate in any other employee benefit plans PlayUp Inc.
chooses to establish.
(i)
Executive shall be entitled to Paid Time Off ( PTO ) at a rate of six (6) weeks
per year. In addition, Executive shall be eligible to participate in all other Company full-time
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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benefits, including healthcare insurance, voluntary insurances, paid holidays, and other
employment policies and programs, as amended from time to time, at a level established by the
board of PlayUp Limited.
(j)
All amounts payable to Executive as compensation hereunder shall be subject
to all required and customary federal, state and local tax withholdings by the Company.
5. Employment Period.
(a)
The Employment Period will commence on the Effective Date hereof and
continue until 30th November 2021 , or until the earlier of:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Executive dea h Disability;
termination by the Company for Cause;
termination by the Company without Cause; or
resignation of Executive with Good Reason;
resignation of Executive without Good Reason; or
other termination by Executive.

(b)
If the Employment Period is terminated by the Company for Cause,
Executive shall receive: (i) Executive Ba e Sa a and benefits through the date of termination;
(ii) the full vested shares and additionally any other amounts gained by this agreement; (iii) any
awarded but unpaid discretionary bonus; (iv) any accrued and vested employee benefits; and (iv)
a e
f acc ed a d
ed aca i ( he Accrued Amounts ); Executive shall not be
entitled to any other salary, compensation or benefits with respect to her employment from the
Company or its Subsidiaries thereafter, except as otherwise specifically provided for under the
C
a
employee benefit plans or as otherwise expressly required by applicable law. In the
event of termination for Cause or resignation without Good Reason, Executive shall be deemed to
have automatically resigned from the Board of Directors and all other appointed positions with the
Company and its Subsidiaries as of her or her last date of employment.
(c)
E ec i e e
e he e de a be e i a ed b he E ec i e f
Good Reason or by the Company without Cause. For the avoidance of doubt, in the event of such
termination the Executive shall be entitled to receive in addition to the Accrued Amounts
immediate vesting of all unvested restricted stock units ( Severance ). Payment of Severance is
b ec
he E ec i e c
ia ce i h the terms of this Agreement and her execution of a
release of claims in favor of the Company, its Affiliates and Subsidiaries, and their respective
officers and directors in a form annexed hereto as Exhibit A ( he Release ) a d ch Re ea e
becoming effective within 30 (thirty) days following the Termination Date (such 30-day period,
he Release Execution Period ).
(d) Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all of Executive igh
salary, bonuses, Executive benefits and other compensation hereunder which would have accrued
or become payable after the termination or expiration of the Employment Period shall cease upon
such termination or expiration.
(e)
In all cases of termination set forth above in Section 5(a), and at any time upon
the B a d request, Executive agrees to return to the Company or its Subsidiaries, as applicable,
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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any documents and business equipment (including but not limited to credit cards, computers,
printers, telephones, and keys) that Executive may have received from the Company or such
Subsidiaries for use during Executive employment.
(f)
Executive shall resign from the Board of PlayUp, Ltd. upon request of the
Chairperson of the PlayUp, Ltd. Board.
6. Confidentiality; Non-Competition, Non-Solicitation; Non-Disparagement. Executive
recognizes and acknowledges that she will come into possession of certain confidential and
proprietary information and trade secrets of the Company and its Subsidiaries including, without
limitation, financial plans, business plans, business concepts, know-how and intellectual property
a d a e ia e a ed he e ( he Confidential Information ). Executive further acknowledges
that she will use and develop the goodwill that the Company and its Subsidiaries have established
i h b i e e a i hi . T
ec he C
a
a d he S b idia ie i e e i he
foregoing, Executive agrees to abide by certain restrictive covenants ( Restrictive Covenants ),
as follows:
(a)
Executive agrees that she shall not, directly or indirectly, take commercial or
proprietary advantage of, profit from, use or disclose to any Person any Confidential Information,
except in connection with the good faith performance of Executive d ie he e de
e i ed
by law. If ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction to disclose Confidential Information,
Executive shall immediately provide written notice of that fact to the Board, enclose a copy of the
subpoena and any other documents describing the legal obligation, and cooperate with the
C
a
eff
b ec , or limit, the disclosure obligation.
(b)
D i g he E
e Te , he E ec i e E
e
i h he C
a
following the Employment Term, and for a period of six (6) months from the date of termination
f E ec i e e
e f a
ea , he E ec i e ha
, anywhere within the United
States either as principal, agent, employee, consultant, partner, officer, director, shareholder , or in
any other individual or representative capacity, own, manage, finance, operate, control or
otherwise engage or participate in any manner or fashion in an employment, business, or other
activity competitive with the Company.
(c)
E ec i e f he ag ee ha , d i g he E
e Te , he E ec i e
Employment with the Company following the Employment Term and for a period of nine (9)
months f
he da e f e i a i
f E ec i e e
e f a
ea , he E ec i e
shall not, directly or indirectly, either as a principal, agent, employee, consultant, partner, officer,
director, shareholder, ,
i a
he i di id a
e e e a i e ca aci ,
he E ec i e
behalf or any other persons or entity other than the Company or its affiliates, (i) solicit or induce,
or attempt to solicit or induce, directly or indirectly, any customer or prospective customer of the
Company with whom the Executive has had personal contact with i
he E ec i e
termination date.
(d)
Executive further agrees that d i g he E
e Te , he E ec i e
Employment with the Company following the Employment Term, and for a period of nine months
(9) months f
he da e f e i a i
f E ec i e e
e f a
ea , he E ec i e
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shall not, anywhere within the United States either as principal, agent, employee, consultant,
partner, officer, director, shareholder , or in any other individual or representative capacity, solicit
or induce, or attempt to solicit or induce, directly or indirectly any person who is, or during the
twelve (12) month period prior
he E ec i e e i a i da e a , a employee of, the
Company or any of its affiliates, to terminate his or her relationship therewith, or (iii) hire or
engage any person who is, or during the twelve (12) month e i d i
he E ec i e
termination date was, an employee to the Company or any of its affiliates.
(e)
Executive shall not, in any communications with the press or other media or in
any communications with any business relation of the Company or any of its Subsidiaries, criticize,
ridicule or make any statement which disparages, or is derogatory of, the Company or any of its
Subsidiaries or any of their respective directors, managers, or officers. Executive shall not engage
in any form of conduct or make any statements or representations that disparage, portray in a
negative light, or otherwise impair the reputation or commercial interests of the Company or its
past, present and future Subsidiaries, divisions, Affiliates, successors, officers, directors,
managers, attorneys, agents or Executives.
(f)
Executive has had the opportunity to consult with legal counsel regarding these
Restrictive Covenants. Executive has determined and hereby acknowledges that the Restrictive
Covenants are reasonable in terms of duration, scope and area restrictions and are necessary to
protect the goodwill of the Company and its Subsidiaries. If, at the time of enforcement of the
Restrictive Covenants, a court shall hold that the duration, scope or area restrictions stated herein
are unreasonable under circumstances then existing, the parties agree that the maximum duration,
scope or area reasonable under such circumstances shall be substituted for the stated duration,
scope or area and that the court shall be allowed and directed to revise the restrictions contained
herein to cover the maximum period, scope and area permitted by law.
(g)
If Executive breaches any of the Restrictive Covenants, the Company shall be
entitled to the following relief, each of which shall be independent of the other and severally
enforceable, and each of which is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other relief available to the
Company at law or in equity: (i) specific enforcement of the Restrictive Covenants by any court
of competent jurisdiction (without posting a bond), it being agreed that any breach or threatened
breach of the Restrictive Covenants would cause irreparable injury to the Company and its
Subsidiaries and that money damages would not provide an adequate remedy to the Company; (ii)
an order requiring Executive to account for, and pay over to the Company and its Subsidiaries, any
profits, monies, accruals, increments or other benefits derived as the result of any transactions
constituting a breach of the Restrictive Covenants. In the event of any breach or violation by
Executive of any of the Restrictive Covenants, the time period of such covenant with respect to
such Person shall be tolled until such breach or violation is resolved.
7. Inventions and Patents.
(a)
Executive acknowledges that all discoveries, concepts, ideas, inventions,
innovations, improvements, developments, methods, designs, analyses, drawings, reports, patent
applications, copyrightable work, mask work (whether or not including any Confidential
Information) and all registrations or applications related thereto, all other proprietary information,
and all similar or related information (whethe
a e ab e) hich e a e
he C
a
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a
f i S b idia ie ac a
a ici a ed b i e , e ea ch a d de e
e , or existing or
future products or services and which are conceived, developed or made by Executive (whether
alone or jointly with others) as a result of work performed for the Company or any of its
Subsidiaries (including any of their predecessors), whether before or after the date of this
Ag ee e (c ec i e , he Work Product ), be g
he C
a
ch S b idiary.
Executive further agrees that any such copyrightable work is work made for hire for the Company.
Executive hereby assigns, and agrees to assign, all of the above Work Product to the Company or
such Subsidiary. Executive will take reasonable steps to promptly disclose such Work Product as
required by the Board and perform all actions reasonably requested by the Board (whether during
or after the Employment Period) to establish and confirm such ownership (including the execution
and delivery of assignments, consents, powers of attorney and other instruments) and to provide
reasonable assistance to the Company and its Subsidiaries in connection with the prosecution of
any applications for patents, trademarks, trade names, service marks or reissues thereof, or in the
prosecution or defense of interferences relating to any Work Product.
8. Executive Re e e a i . Executive hereby represents and warrants to the Company
that (i) the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement by Executive do not, and shall
not, conflict with, breach, violate, or cause a default under any contract, agreement, instrument,
order, judgment or decree to which Executive is a party or by which Executive is bound; (ii)
Executive is not a party to, or bound by, any employment agreement or noncompete agreement with
any other entity or person; and (iii) upon the execution and delivery of this Agreement to the
Company, this Agreement shall be the valid and binding obligation of Executive, enforceable in
accordance with its terms. Executive hereby acknowledges and represents that Executive has had
an opportunity to consult with independent legal counsel regarding Executive
igh a d
obligations under this Agreement and that Executive fully understands the terms and conditions
contained herein.
9. Survival. Sections 6 and 7 shall continue to be in full force following the expiration or
termination of the Employment Period.
10. Indemnification. Executive shall be entitled to defense and indemnification under the
same terms as the members of the Board of Directors of PlayUp Inc. and of Play Up Ltd. except
insofar as permitted by applicable law.
11. Notices. All notices, requests, consents and other communications hereunder to any
party shall be deemed to be sufficient if delivered in writing, in person, by electronic means (with
a copy following by nationally-recognized overnight courier) or sent by nationally-recognized
overnight courier or first class registered or certified mail, return receipt required, postage prepaid,
addressed to such party at the address set forth below or at such other address as may hereafter be
designated in writing by such party to the other parties
Notices to Executive:

Notices to the Company:

Dr. Laila Mintas
11 Mountain Cove Court
Henderson, NV 89052
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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Telephone: +15512297797
Email: dr.laila@mintas.net

Australia
Attn: Daniel Simic, CEO
Email: daniel.simic@playup.com
With a copy that shall not constitute Notice,
to:
Richard Baumann, Esq.,
Ellenoff Grossman & Schole LLP
1345 Avenue of the Americas, 11th Fl.
New York, New York 10105
Telephone: (212) 370-1300
Email: rbaumann@egsllp.com

or such other address or to the attention of such other person as the recipient party shall have
specified by prior written notice to the sending party. Any notice under this Agreement shall be
deemed to have been given when so delivered, sent or mailed.
12. Severability. Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted
in such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law; but if any provision of this
Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect under any applicable law or
rule in any jurisdiction, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall not affect any other
provision or any other jurisdiction, but this Agreement shall be reformed, construed and enforced
in such jurisdiction as if such invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained
herein.
13. Complete Agreement. This Agreement, and those documents expressly referred to
herein, embody the complete Agreement and understanding among the parties and supersede and
preempt all prior understandings, agreements or representations by, or among, the parties or any
Subsidiary of the Company, written or oral, which may have related to the subject matter hereof in
any way.
14. No Strict Construction. The language used in this Agreement shall be deemed to be the
language chosen by the parties hereto to express their mutual intent, and no rule of strict
construction shall be applied against any party.
15. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same Agreement.
Facsimile counterpart signatures to this Agreement shall be binding and enforceable.
16. Choice of Law; Jurisdiction. All issues and questions concerning the construction,
validity, enforcement and interpretation of this Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in
accordance with, the laws of the State of Nevada. Any lawsuit relating to this Agreement and/or
Executive e
e ha be b gh e c i e i he a e fede a c
f Nevada, and
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the parties consent to the laying of venue in, and the exercise of personal jurisdiction by, such
courts.
17. Amendment and Waiver. The provisions of this Agreement may be amended or waived
only with the prior written consent of the Company (as approved by the Board and evidenced by a
written consent) and Executive, and no course of conduct or course of dealing or failure or delay
by any party hereto in enforcing or exercising any of the provisions of this Agreement (including,
ih
i i a i , he C
a
igh
e i a e he E
e Period for Cause) shall affect
the validity, binding effect, or enforceability of this Agreement or be deemed to be an implied
waiver of any provision of this Agreement.
18. Executive C
e a i . Both during and after the Employment Period, Executive
shall cooperate with the Company and its Subsidiaries in any internal investigation or
administrative, regulatory, or judicial proceeding as reasonably requested by the Company
(including, without limitation, Executive being available to the Company upon reasonable notice
f i e ie a d fac a i e iga i , a ea i g a he C
a
request and costs to give
testimony without requiring service of a subpoena or other legal process, volunteering to the
Company all pertinent information and turning over to the Company all relevant documents which
are in, or may come into, Executive
e i ,a a i e a d
ched e ha a e ea ab
consistent with Executive
he e i ed ac i i ie a d c
i e ).
19. Third-Party Beneficiaries. Except f
he
ec i
ha e e d
he C
a
Subsidiaries, nothing herein, expressed or implied, shall create or establish any third-party
beneficiary hereto, nor confer upon any person, not a party to this Agreement, any rights or
remedies, including without limitation, any right to employment or continued employment for any
specified period, of any nature or kind whatsoever, under or by reason of this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Employment Agreement
as of the Effective Date first written above.
Company:
PlayUp, Inc.
Signed:
Name: Daniel Simic
Title: CEO - Global
Date: 30 September 2020

Executive:

__________________________________
DR. LAILA MINTAS
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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EXHIBIT A
General Release and Covenant Not to Sue
TO ALL WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME OR MAY CONCERN,
KNOW THAT:
1.
Dr. Laila Mintas, ( Executive ),
E ec i e
beha f a d
beha f f
E ec i e de ce da , de e de , hei , e ec
a d ad i i a
a d e i ed a ig ,
past and present, in consideration for the amounts payable and benefits to be provided to Executive
under that employment agreement dated as of ________________, 2019, and effective as of
___________________, 2019 ( he Employment Agreement ) b a d be ee E ec i e, a d
PlayUp, Inc., ( Company ), d e he eb c enant not to sue or pursue any litigation or arbitration
against, and waives, releases and discharges the Company, its assigns, affiliates, subsidiaries,
parents, predecessors and successors, and the past and present employees, officers, directors,
representatives and agents of any of them, including but not limited to PlayUp, Ltd. (collectively,
he Releasees ), f
a a d a c ai , de a d , igh , dg e , defe e , ac i , cha ge
or causes of action whatsoever, of any and every kind and description, whether known or unknown,
accrued or not accrued, that Executive ever had, now has or shall or may have or assert as of the
date of this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue against the Releasees relating to her
employment with the Company or the termination thereof or her service as an officer or director
of any subsidiary or affiliate of the Company or the termination of such service, including, without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, any claims, demands, rights, judgments, defenses, actions,
charges or causes of action related to employment or termination of employment or that arise out
f
eaei a
a
he Age Di c i i a i i E
e Ac f 1967 ( ADEA, a a
that prohibits discrimination on the basis of age), the National Labor Relations Act, the Civil
Rights Act of 1991, the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, the Family and Medical Leave
Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, all as amended, and other Federal, state and local laws
relating to discrimination on the basis of age, sex or other protected class, all claims under Federal,
state or local laws for express or implied breach of contract, wrongful discharge, defamation,
i e i a i f ic i
fe
i a di e , a d a
e a ed c ai f a
e
fee a d c
;
provided, however, that nothing herein shall release the Company from any of its obligations to
Executive under the Employment Agreement (including, without limitation, its obligation to pay
the amounts and provide the benefits upon which this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue
is conditioned) or any rights Executive may have to indemnification under any charter or by-laws
(or similar documents) of any member of the Releasees or any insurance coverage under any
directors and officers insurance or similar policies.
2.
Executive further agrees that this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue may
be pleaded as a full defense to any action, suit or other proceeding covered by the terms hereof
ha i
a be i i ia ed,
ec ed
ai ai ed b E ec i e
E ec i e hei
assigns. Executive understands and confirms that Executive is executing this General Release and
Covenant Not to Sue voluntarily and knowingly, but that this General Release and Covenant Not
S ed e
affec E ec i e igh
c ai
he i e de ADEA. In addition, Executive
shall not be precluded by this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue from filing a charge with
any relevant Federal, state or local administrative agency, but Executive agrees to waive
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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E ec i e igh
i h e ec
administrative proceeding.

a

ea

he fi a cia e ief a i i g f

a

ch

3.
In furtherance of the agreements set forth above, Executive hereby expressly
waives and relinquishes any and all rights under any applicable statute, doctrine or principle of
law restricting the right of any person to release claims that such person does not know or suspect
to exist at the time of executing a release, which claims, if known, may have materially affected
ch e
deci i
gi e ch a e ea e. In connection with such waiver and relinquishment,
Executive acknowledges that Executive is aware that Executive may hereafter discover claims
presently unknown or unsuspected, or facts in addition to or different from those that Executive
now knows or believes to be true, with respect to the matters released herein. Nevertheless, it is
the intention of Executive to fully, finally and forever release all such matters, and all claims
relating thereto, that now exist, may exist or theretofore have existed, as specifically provided
herein. The parties hereto acknowledge and agree that this waiver shall be an essential and
material term of the release contained above. Nothing in this paragraph is intended to expand the
scope of the release as specified herein.
4.
Executive agrees that at any time following the date hereof she will not make and
shall use all reasonable endeavors to prevent the making of any disparaging or derogatory
statements whether or not the statements are true, whether in writing or otherwise concerning the
Company or its past or current or future directors or officers or employees or consultants and the
Company undertakes that at any time following the date hereof its senior executives will not make
and shall use all reasonable endeavors to prevent the making of any disparaging or derogatory
statements whether or not the statement is true, whether in writing or otherwise concerning the
Executive, excluding in all events any statements required to be made by law, regulation or under
the public disclosure requirements of any jurisdiction. Nothing herein shall prevent Executive
from making a report, or bringing a claim, to any governmental agency, including the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, the National Labor Relations Board, the U.S. Department
of Justice, or the Attorney General of the State of Delaware, provided, however, that executive
may not personally win any damages or other relief as a result of any such reports or claims.
5.
Executive shall, unless disclosure is required by law, keep this General Release and
Covenant Not to Sue confidential and will share its existence and contents with only her immediate
family, attorneys and accountants. Any and all public statements or other communications to thirda ie c ce i g he e d f E ec i e e
e f a
ea
ha be b ec the written
approval of the Company.
6.
This General Release and Covenant Not to Sue shall be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of Nevada and of the United States, applicable to
agreements made and to be performed entirely within such State without regard to principles of
conflicts of laws.
7.
To the extent that Executive is forty (40) years of age or older, this paragraph shall
apply. Executive acknowledges that Executive has been offered a period of time of at least twentyone (21) days to consider whether to sign this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue, which
Executive has waived, and the Company agrees that Executive may cancel this General Release
{00731988.DOCX.6}
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and Covenant Not to Sue at any time during the seven (7) days following the date on which this
General Release and Covenant Not to Sue has been signed by all parties to this General Release
and Covenant Not to Sue. In order to cancel or revoke this General Release and Covenant Not to
Sue, Executive must deliver to the Company written notice stating that Executive is canceling or
revoking this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue. If this General Release and Covenant
Not to Sue is timely cancelled or revoked, none of the provisions of this General Release and
Covenant Not to Sue shall be effective or enforceable and the Company shall not be obligated to
make the payments to Executive or to provide Executive with the other benefits described in the
Employment Agreement naming this release as a condition and all contracts and provisions
modified, relinquished or rescinded hereunder shall be reinstated to the extent in effect
immediately prior hereto.
8.
Executive acknowledges and agrees that Executive has entered into this General
Release and Covenant Not to Sue knowingly and willingly and has had ample opportunity to
consider the terms and provisions of this General Release and Covenant Not to Sue.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has caused this General Release and
Covenant Not to Sue to be executed on this _____day of ________________, 20__.

DR. LAILA MINTAS
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EXHIBIT 2
Simic What’s App Messages
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Wednesday, December 15, 2021 at 22:56:45 Paciﬁc Standard Time

Subject:
FTX deal
Date:
Tuesday, November 9, 2021 at 5:15:34 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time
From:
Daniel Simic
To:
Laila Mintas
ACachments: image001[74].png, image002.png, image003.png, image004.png, image005.png,
image006.png, image007.png
Laila:
FTX deal

Sell Price: $450m
FTX Buy PlayChip oﬀ certain People: $105m
70/30 Cash/ FTX Scrip from the at the New ValuaUon: $450m
FTX: Sign On Stock to PlayUp Key Staﬀ at new valuaUon (Daniel/ Laila/ Mic/ Key Staﬀ): $65m
FTX Approval to Pay staﬀ a “Success Bonus” (From PlayUp Current Cash):
FTX Agree Ongoing Wages:
FTZ Agree Bonus Level 1:
FTX Agree Bonus Level 2:

Daniel Simic
CEO | PlayUp

Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic@playup.com
Site www.playup.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

Disclaimer: This email and attachments are confidential and subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient and you receive this
email in error, please immediately advise the sender by return email and then delete this email and destroy all printed copies. You are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation to the contents in this email and attachments is strictly prohibited
and unlawful.
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Dr Laila Mintas

CEO

I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPY
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@glayJJg.com
Site www. R@.yJJ~

From: Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>
Date: Saturday, November 13, 2021at8:43 PM
To: Laila Mintas <laila.mintas@playup.com>
Cc: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Dennis Drazin <D Drazin @DrazinandWarshaw.com>,
Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.com .au>
Subject: Re: FTX I Bahamas Travel
Hi Laila,
Thanks for the detailed update.
It's unclear to me and perhaps the other board members on your specific conditions for your new contract. I
don' t think Daniel can actually approve your new contract on his own.
I was however in the office last week and overheard your heated conversation with Ashley and Daniel. My
understanding was Ashley explained under the corporation's act the remuneration (including equity) you have
asked for will not be possible without directors and shareholders approval and also noting it would cause a
dilution effect to current shareholders. I am aware an offer to extend your current contract was proposed by
Ashley to you, but didn't meet your expectations.
With regards to meeting with FTX in the Bahamas next week, I have been copied on emails from you stating it's
no point you attending these meetings without your contract sorted. There was an on line meeting scheduled
with FTX for the 3 of us that you did not attend which went ahead with Daniel and I.
In this meeting it was discussed you would not attend the meetings at the Bahamas due to not having a
contract from 1st December. FTX are very aware and accept the current and future state of the license/access
agreements as per the spreadsheet that was prepared by you . It was made very clear to us the valuation of
$450m would get no push back and they requested Daniel and myself get to the Bahamas ASAP to meet with
Sam and discuss the deal.
With utmost respect for you, in my opinion it would be inappropriate for you to invite yourself or attend this
Bahamas meeting with the planned path set forward to progress the transaction.
I sincerely want this transaction to work out for all of us and believe we are taking the right steps to achieve this .
I await to review the solution to your contract issue you are referring to and hopefully it can be resolved
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promptly.
Cheers,

Michael Costa
CTO I PlayUp Limited

PLAYUPY
Mobile +614161 58 046
Email michael.costa@playJ.J.p.com
Site www.QlgyJ.J.p.com
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

From: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>
Date: Sunday, 14 November 2021at4:40 am
To: Laila Mintas <laila.mintas@playup.com>
Cc: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>, Richard
Sapsford <richard@rpna.com.au>
Subject: Re: FTX I Bahamas Travel
Thanks for the update. I would reiterate my strong recommendation that we should finalize the deal with FTX
on the best terms possible . Although this is the first I'm hearing that Chris Groves (who I initially reached out to
on behalf of Playup when we needed funding a while ago and know from our sports betting case and other
consulting work) also advised you that FTX has a backup plan and other discussions ongoing, I think it is even
more important that Play Up finalize a deal on the best terms possible.
Good luck to the team traveling to the Bahamas to meet with FTX.
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 13, 2021, at 11:27 AM, Laila Mintas <laila.mintas@playup.com> wrote:
Dear Board Members, hi Daniel,
Dan -called you a few times to get an update on your last conversation with FTX but you didn't
reply. Would be good to get aligned before we go into a conversation with FTX in the Bahamas. I
will arrive Monday afternoon.
Just as an update- I talked to Chris Grove yesterday and he kind of said that FTX as a plan B if the
deal with us doesn't work out. As I told Dan initially, they were talking to 20 different operators
that Chris introduced them to before they selected us. Also, he mentioned that we should try to
do a deal quickly as the newest developments in the US market seems to be a bit a change of
climate here. Over the last 3 years, nobody has openly addressed that the businesses that the US
operators build are unsustainable but now we can feel this starting-after PointsBets statements
and numbers, also Wynn came out pretty strongly saying that this cannot continue and
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EXHIBIT 5
FTX Email Rejecting Deal
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CEO

I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPT

Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@glaY.l!g·com
Site www. glaY.l!g.com

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 10:19 PM
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>, Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com >
Subjeet: RE: Laila's Agreement
Hi Laila
Thank you for confirming.
I instructed DLA yesterday to pull together the core of the contract and explained the urgency.
In order to provide the instructions on the remuneration breakdown, are you able to confirm the salary figure
and equity amount you would like to see reflected in the agreement and I will pass this on to them? I will then
be able to work with them to understand how this can best be achieved and if there is a way to structure the
additional item you raised in your email regarding a cash payment from the company.
If there are any questions from DLA I will ensure these are passed on to yourself and Dennis so that you're kept
across the status and timing.
Thank you for separately sen ding through the market feedback from CAA Sports, please continue to send
through any further analysis you have at hand and I w ill also continue to research what I can access to help fasttrack this process.
Best regards
Ash
Ashley Kerr

General Counsel
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EXHIBIT 7
Amirbeaggi What’s App
Message
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EXHIBIT 8
Bank of America Letter
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EXHIBIT 9
Benson What’s App Message
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EXHIBIT 10
Benson, Mintas, and Simic
What’s App Messages
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EXHIBIT 11
Kerr Email re Board Meeting
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From:
To:

Mintas
Jennifer Braster

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Date: Monday, December 6, 2021 at 4:19 PM
To: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Cc: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>
Subject: RE: Board Pack - Board Meeting
Hi Laila
Many thanks for this.
I will ensure this is included in the pack as you have provided.
I am awaiting additional information for the pack from others, but will circulate it as soon as I have
all the information.
Best regards
Ashley
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel
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PlayUp Star
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashley.kerr@playup.com
Site www.playup.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

      

From: Mintas <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Sent: Tuesday, 7 December 2021 3:46 AM
To: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Cc: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>
Subject: Re: Board Pack - Board Meeting
Hi Ash,
We don’t have to include the one below.
As a good will compromise from my side, I would proposal what I said on the call the other day:
1. Daniel stands down as Global CEO but remains CEO AU – I strongly believe that the
business would be more successful if Dan stepped down completely but I believe that the
board is not ready for this decision yet and in order to move forward quickly and focus on
closing the FTX deal, I would be fine with him being responsible for AU only; that also
removes the interference with him in the US; I believe that someone has put a proposal
forward that includes Dennis as the Chairman for the US which I would support as well
2. Laila appointed US CEO effective 1 Dec 2021.
3. Laila’s remuneration increases from US$500,000 to US$1,000,000 effective 1 Dec 2021.
4. Laila’s shareholding is increased to 11% in total and is non-dilutive effective 1 Dec 2021
until final liquidity event (Trade Sale, Listing, SPAC etc) and 2% success fee if any for those
liquidity events close.
5. Contract period: 2 years fixed period as requested by FTX but clause that salary will be
reduced if it hinders an acquisition. I want to be as flexible as possible here but the company
also need to understand that I worked the first year without any cash salary and 500k in the
second year but invested 1.2 mio of my own savings so up to today I didn’t make any money
on PlayUp but actually lost money

Kind regards,
Laila
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Dr Laila Mintas
+1 5512297797
Twitter I LinkedIn

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2021 at 9:05 PM
To: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Subject: Board Pack - Board Meeting
Hi Laila
I’m trying to help pull together the various materials into a Board Pack to share prior to the Board
Meeting.
I’d like to include in this your proposal, assuming you would like this to again be considered
alongside anything which the directors may collective propose. Unlike the previous agenda where
there were 6 different options, this will just be to discuss and agree between the final 1/2 proposals.
Equally, if you would like to leave the discussion to what the other directors collectively propose
then that is also completely fine.
Please let me know if you would like to include this and if there are any changes to the below since
the last meeting:
1. Daniel stands down as Global CEO.
2. Daniel stands down as director from the PlayUp Limited Board.
3. Daniel resigns from PlayUp in its entirety.
4. Laila appointed Global CEO.
5. Laila’s remuneration increases from US$500,000 to US$1,000,000 effective 1 Dec 2021.
6. Laila’s shareholding is increased to 15% in total and is non-dilutive effective 1 Dec 2021
until final liquidity event (Trade Sale, Listing, SPAC etc).
7. Contract period: 2 years.
8. Daniel to be offered an acceptable severance package.
9. Consider Richard stepping down as Chairman and replaced with a more market facing
alternative. Laila recommends Dennis Drazin to replace Richard as chairman which she
believes will improve FTX Optics.
Kind regards
Ashley
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel
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PlayUp Star
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashley.kerr@playup.com
Site www.playup.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

      

Disclaimer: This email and attachments are confidential and subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient
and you receive this email in error, please immediately advise the sender by return email and then delete this email
and destroy all printed copies. You are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in
relation to the contents in this email and attachments is strictly prohibited and unlawful.
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EXHIBIT 12
Drazin Email re Contract
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From:
To:

Mintas
Jennifer Braster

From: Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>
Date: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 at 7:30 AM
To: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Subject: Re:
I want to get a decision at tonight’s meeting.
I saw Farshad sent you some emails.
I know he sent you information you requested on Playchip but I’m not sure if you received
everything you requested. He seems willing to provide anything else you want.
I think your original ask was to receive a list of all Playchip shareholders and the amounts of shares.
I don’t want these collateral issues to delay finalizing a contract so I will try to finalize a contract.
Seems you are flexible on length and notice of termination so I think that response answers all
questions.
I hope Richard has calmed down. I do think he was agitated by Daniel’s ask for himself but he has
withdrawn that ask.
I hope we can move on and get the FTX deal closed.
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2021, at 4:07 PM, Dr Laila Mintas <dr.laila@mintas.net> wrote:
 Good morning Dennis,
I am really flexible on the terms of the contract. Daniel pushed for a shorter period.
That’s why I had the shorter term and termination right.
I think in terms of FTX it would make sense to keep it with 24 months.
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However, those details are not too important to me. I can be flexible on terms /
termination notice. If the board prefers shorter, then that’s fine. If they want longer,
it’s fine too.
In the dilution- we had the first contract that clearly said 11% and then the contract
was changed to a share amount rather then %. They told me that the share amount
they put into the contract would reflect the 11% after the rights issue.
My initially contract gave me 2% that would only have been become vested at the end
of my contract and would not get diluted at all until the end of my contract. I would
have never ever agreed to a dilution through the rights issue. Prashant and Daniel
tricked me. I have a few emails that indicate this and try to litigate this if we didn’t find
a solution.
Can you also pls push the board to make a decision today? My entire life is somewhat
on hold through this. I really need a decision to move on.
Thanks as always!
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+1 5512297797
Twitter I LinkedIn

On Dec 6, 2021, at 10:50 PM, Dennis Drazin
<DDrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com> wrote:
Good morning. I’m not copying anyone else on this email but seeking
clarification before the board meeting.
I see you sent a proposal to Ashley which is different from what you
agreed to when you addressed the board at the last meeting.
The last proposal included a 4 week mutual notice termination of your
contract but you now left that term off your latest proposal . I just want to
clarify your position so it doesn’t become a debate tonight.
Although I questioned why you agreed to that term, I thought you told me
it would enable you to negotiate your own deal with FTX if the deal went
forward instead of being bound to a contract and you wanted to
compromise with Daniel.
The new proposal also moved from 12 months to 24. I think you changed
because I told you that I saw in the term sheet with FTX that they wanted
24 but you indicated to me you asked for 12 months as a compromise and
you were content with that ?
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Since you were the one who negotiated 12 months and 4 week
termination notice with Daniel., I just wanted to understand your position
for tonight’s meeting .
On another subject, they are asking you about shares because I raised the
issue that you told me your contact had a condition that your shares could
not be diluted and they reduced you from 11 to 7 1/2……
Talk soon.
Sent from my iPhone
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EXHIBIT 13
Dr. Mintas Email re
December 13th Deadline
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From:
To:

Mintas
Jennifer Braster

From: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Date: Thursday, December 9, 2021 at 1:37 AM
To: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Cc: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Dennis Drazin
<DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>, Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>, Sally
McDow <sally.mcdow@boardroomlimited.com.au>, Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.com.au>
Subject: Re: Canceled: PlayUp Board Meeting - Placeholder
Hi Ash,
The Board is not in a position to request this information listed by you below as a condition to hold a
board meeting.
As I said in my previous email, I am looking for a friendly solution in the interest of the company and
the shareholders. If we find a friendly solution, the questions you are asking below are not relevant
anymore. However, for the case that a friendly solution is not possible, everything else will be
communicated by me in a litigation process.
With regards to my email account, the breach of law is that the company is actively and intentionally
lying to third parties like market access partners saying that I am on vacation when in reality I am no
longer CEO of PlayUp USA. Those market access partners – thinking I am still involved – give PlayUp
market access deals that they won’t give them if they knew that I am not involved anymore. This can
be classified as fraud. Furthermore, even if the account itself is property of the company, it doesn’t
allow you to leave the account open, pretending that I am receiving and reading those emails when
in reality someone else is doing so. How its handled usually, is that senders will get a notification that
the account is no longer valid so they know that the person doesn’t get them anymore. That’s
another good governance issue. But again, happy to leave it to regulators and judges to decide.
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Also, to clarify – I am not threating you guys with anything. I attached to this email my entire email
conversation with you. Everything which you may understand as “threatening” is marked in yellow.
If you read carefully, you will see that I am always consider taking legal actions such as telling the
regulators the truth or to start a litigation process. In terms of regulators, I even have an obligation. I
never said to anybody that I would tell a regulator or anybody else anything that is wrong. I will
always stay with the truth, and it will be up to them to judge about it. So there is nothing for you to
be concerned about if you did everything correct so I am not sure why you afraid?
To you questions below, I have not received information yet about which persons are the
beneficiaries of the PlayChip foundation. And BTW, I didn’t receive any answers to my many other
questions. It is not necessary to write them down again, if you read the emails carefully, they are all
included in the attachment.
In terms of your question on “USA licensing regulation non-compliance” – I don’t know where you
got this from. See all my emails attached.
I am not getting tired of telling you that my intention is not to threaten anybody but has always been
to make you aware of the consequences that will occur. I am the one trying to find compromises to
rescue the FTX deal in the interest of our shareholders even though I didn’t get what Daniel
promised me 3 months ago (I have it in writing). Instead of finding a solution, I think you are just
trying to create more problems. I also think you are not getting the right legal advice from your
outside lawyers. Once this goes into litigation, this will be public information in the US and FTX will
be thrown into this as witness etc. You can be assured that this will kill any deal immediately, not
only with FTX. And again for you guys as you seem not to understand it, that’s not a threat, this will
be the consequence out of those facts.
Again, I am still looking for a friendly solution, but I cannot wait any longer as my contract expired 10
days ago. Therefore, I am setting a deadline until Monday, the 13th December 2021 US for the
board to let me know their decision in writing.
Please don’t bother me with any other requests. Everything that needs to be said, is said already. If
we have a friendly solution, we will put these matters behind us. And if not, unfortunately, this has
to get litigated with all consequences.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+1 5512297797
Twitter I LinkedIn

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
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Date: Wednesday, December 8, 2021 at 8:48 PM
To: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Cc: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Dennis Drazin
<DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>, Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>, Sally
McDow <sally.mcdow@boardroomlimited.com.au>, Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.com.au>
Subject: Re: Canceled: PlayUp Board Meeting - Placeholder
Hi Laila
The Board equally remain focused on finding a friendly solution.
They do however ask that you kindly provide a response to the emails sent by Farshad earlier this
week requesting certain information (outlined further below). The Board have ensured that they
respond to your request for information regarding the PlayChip’s shareholding and this has been
provided to you. There have however been a number of material threats and accusations levied by
yourself against the company which the Board have asked for clarification on and this remains
outstanding.
In order to reach a final decision on the proposals and to put these matters behind us, the Board
kindly ask that you respond to Farshad’s emails so that all materials be included in the Board Pack,
specifically:
1. Provide a response regarding acknowledgement of service of the orders.
2. Acknowledge receipt of the requested PlayChip shareholding information.
3. Provide a response to the Board’s request for further information regarding your concerns of
USA licencing regulation non-compliance.
4. Provide a response to the Board’s request for further information regarding your concerns
relating to your shareholding.
Once received, we can convene the meeting. I can otherwise confirm that the proposal you
forwarded to me has been included in the draft Board Pack.
With regards to your email account, the Board have taken appropriate steps to ensure business
critical items are being attended to and, for clarity, the account itself is property of the company. It
is unclear to me what breach of law you are threatening to report to the regulators and I am unsure
how such threats align with seeking a friendly resolution, but would be grateful if you can also clarify
this for inclusion in the Board Pack.
Kind regards
Ashley
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel
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Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashley.kerr@playup.com
Site www.playup.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

-----Original Message----From: Mintas <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 3:30 AM
To: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>; Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>;
Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>; Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>; Richard
Sapsford <richard@rpna.com.au>
Cc: Sally McDow <sally.mcdow@boardroomlimited.com.au>
Subject: Re: Canceled: PlayUp Board Meeting - Placeholder
Hi Ash and board,
Can you please clarify if you are waiting on anything from my side?
Just to clarify - there is nothing anymore that I am going to send you for the board meeting.
I still work forwards to a friendly solution here but if that doesn’t work out everything else will be
communicated by me in a litigation process.
Also, it has come to my attention that representatives of PlayUp are telling PlayUp´s market access
partners and other people that I am on vacation which is obviously a lie and sets up PlayUp for
liability. You have someone reading all my emails and not shut down my email access or set up any
messaging for my email account, so people don’t know that I am not receiving them anymore. That’s
another good governance issue. Your lies and how you handle the situation is another breach of law
which I will have to report to the regulators and use in my litigation if we don’t find a friendly
solution.
Given all those circumstances, I have to move forward shortly to inform people that I am not with
PlayUp anymore. I just try to avoid an irreversible damage to PlayUp but I cannot wait longer. Please
advise if there will be a board meeting this week.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+1 5512297797
Twitter <https://twitter.com/DrMintas>I LinkedIn <https://www.linkedin.com/in/drlailamintas/>
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On 12/7/21, 1:00 PM, "Ashley Kerr" <ashley.kerr@playup.com> wrote:
Hi all
As we are awaiting responses to a number of items, we will reschedule the meeting once we have
been able to finalise the board pack.
Kind regards
Ashley
Disclaimer: This email and attachments are confidential and subject to copyright. If you are not
the intended recipient and you receive this email in error, please immediately advise the sender by
return email and then delete this email and destroy all printed copies. You are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation to the contents in this email and
attachments is strictly prohibited and unlawful.
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 22:10:53 Pacific Standard Time

Subject: Re: Canceled: PlayUp Board Meeting - Placeholder

Date:

Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 8:29:46 AM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Mintas

To:

Ashley Kerr, Dennis Drazin, Daniel Simic, Michael Costa, Richard Sapsford

CC:

Sally McDow

Hi Ash and board,
Can you pie ase clarify ifyou are waiting on anything from my side?
Just to clarify - there is nothing anymore that I am going to send you for the board meeting .
I still work forwards to a friendly solution here but if that doesn't work out everything else wi ll be communicated by me
in a litigation process.
Also, it has come to my attention that representati ves of PlayUp are telling PlayUp's market access partners and other
people that I am on vacation which is obviously a lie and sets up PlayUp for liability. Vou have someone reading all my
emails and not shut down my email access or set up any messaging for my email account, so people don't know that I
am not receiving them anymore. That's another good governance issue. Vour lies and how you handle the situation is
another breach of law which I will have to report to the regulators and use in my litigation if we don't find a friendly
solution.
Given all those circumstances, I have to move forward shortlyto inform people that I am not with PlayUp anymore. I
just try to avoid an irreve rsible damage to PlayUp but I cannot wa it longer. Please advise ifthere w ill be a board
meeting this week.
Kind rega rds,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas

+15512297797
Twitter < htt~fLtwitter. comLDrMintas>1 Linkedl n < htt~fLwww.linkedin.comLinLdrla ila mintasL>

On 12/ 7/2 1, 1:00 PM, "Ashley Kerr" <ashlev..kerr@glaY.lw.com>wrote:
Hiall
As we are awaiting responses to a number of items, we will reschedule the meeting on ce we have been able to
finalise the board pack.
Kind rega rds
Ashley
Disclaimer : This email and attachments are confidential and subject to copyright. If you are not the intended
recipient and you receive this email in error, please immediately advise the sender by return email and then delete this
email and destroy all printed copies. Vou are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or ta king action in
relation to the contents in this email and attachments is strictly prohibited and unlawful.
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Wednesday, December8, 2021 at 22:11:36 Pacific Standard TIme

Subject:

Re: Board Pack - Board Meeting

Date:

Monday, December6, 2021 at8:45:47 AM PacificStandard Time

From:

Mintas

To:

Ashley Kerr

CC:

Dennis Drazin

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003 .png, image004.png, image005 .png
HiAsh,
We don't have to indude the one below.
As a good will compromise fram my side, I would praposal what I said on the call the other day:
1. Daniel stands down as Global CEO but remains CEO AU -I strongly believe that the business would
be more sueeessful if Dan stepped down eompletely but I believe that the board is not ready for this
decision yet and in order to move forward quiekly and foeus on closing the FTX deal, I would be fine
with him being responsible for AU only; that also removes the interferenee with him in the US; I believe
that someone has put a proposal forward that includes Dennis as the Chairman for the US whieh I
would support as weil
2. Laila appointed US CEO effective 1 Dec 2021.
3. Laila's remuneration increases fram US$500,000 to US$l,OOO,OOO effective 1 Dec 2021.
4. Laila's shareholding is increased to 11% in total and is non-dilutive effective 1 Dec 2021 until final
liquidity event (Trade Sale, Listing, SPAC etc) and 2% success fee if any for those liquidity events dose.
5. Contract period: 2 years fixed period as requested by FTX but dause that salary will be reduced if it
hinders an acquisition. I want to be as flexibleas possible here but the eompany also need to
understand that I worked the first year without any eash salary and SOOk in the seeond year but
invested 1 .2 mio of my own savings so up to today I didn't make any money on PlayUp but aetually lost
money

Kind rega rds,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+15512297797
Twitter I Linkedln

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com >
Date: Sunday, December 5,2021 at 9:05 PM
To: "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr.laila@mintas.net>
Subject: Board Pack - Board Meeting
Hi Laila
I'm trying to help pull together the various materials into a Board Pack to share prior to the Board Meeting.
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I'd like to include in this your proposal, assuming you would like this to again be considered alongside anything
which the directors may collective propose. Unlike the previous agenda where there were 6 different options,

this will just be to discuss and agree between the final 1/2 proposals. Equally, if you would like to leave the
discussion to what the other directors co llectively pro pose then that is also completely fine.
Please let me know if you would like to include this and if there are any changes to the below since the last
meeting:

1. Daniel stands down as Global CEO.
2. Daniel stand s down as director from the PlayUp Limited Board.
3. Daniel res igns from PlayUp in its entirety.
4. Laila appointed Global CEO.
5. Laila's remuneration increases from US$500,000 to US$l,OOO,OOO effective 1 Dec 2021.
6. Laila's shareho lding is increased to 15% in total and is non-dilutive effective 1 Dec 2021 until final
liqu idity event (Trade Sale, Listing, SPAC etc).
7. Contract period: 2 years .
8. Daniel to be offered an acceptable severance package.
9. Consider Richard stepping down as Chairman and replaced with a more market facing alternative.
Laila recommends Dennis Drazin to replace Richard as chairman which she believes will improve FTX
Optics .
Kind regards
As hley
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel

PlAYUPY
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ash lev.. kerr@ Q[gY.l1Q.com
Site www.R!gY.l!QJ;;Q[!!
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

DI\dallm:r: ·'Im. eJllail ilnd allnehmcn!... an.: L'Olllidcntial ;IIH.I SUhJl'l:\ to t:op~ righl. 11 ) Oll <Ire not the IIllenuetl recipicnt ,md )OU recei\ \,.' Ihis

emu,lm crror. please Immt'dHltcl~ '-llh is\..' the s,:ndcr 0) rl'UU'!l l'rnail and Ihen tlck,tc Ihis email <md Oeslrtl) all pnntet! COpll'S. VOll are hereh)
llolilied that .111) disc1osUfl', cor~ ing. distrihutlon m laklng w.:tio!l in rl'latioll 10 Hit: cn]1tcnL, in tlus email anu alladllm:nls i ... strieU) prohihitcd
and lIl11a\\lul.
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Wednesday, Deeember 8,2021 at 22:11:55 Pacifie Standard TIme

Subject: Re: Without Prejudice: Personallnterests
Date:

Sunday, December 5,2021 at 1:23 :54 PM Paeifie Standard Time

From:

Mintas

To:

Ross Benson

CC:

Ashley Kerr

Hi Ross,
Please do me a favor and read this email carefully.
As discussed with you in our conversation from Friday the 3 rd December US at 10.40 pm PTyou eonfirmed
what you said in your email below as weil, that you attended a ca ll w ith Daniel and FTX a few days before the inperso n meeting in the Bahamas. Can you please confirm exact date, so we have that for our files moving
forward ?
As you confirmed in our conversation on Friday the 3 rd as weil as below is that "this deal was done at the agreed
consideration of US450m".
I want to clarify based on our conversation on the 3 rd and my other conversations with all the parties involved,
that the following things have changed after the call that you joined with FTX through the meeting w ith Daniel
with FTX in the Bahamas which led clearly to FTX rejecting the deal:
1. PlayChie

As you Ross confirmed in our conversation on the 3 rd, buying PlayChip for another $105 mio US was not part
of the eonversations with FTX in the call yo u attended with FTX and Daniel. However, we have enough evidence
that Daniel asked FTX to buy the PlayChip as part of the deal (see Daniels email from Tuesday, November 9,
2021 at 5:15 PM, subject FTX Deal) and the letterfrom FTX from 24th Nov rejecting the deal which clearly says
that the "3. The Globalleadership has conflicts of interests with other business activities, for example
PlayChip". Asking for another $105m USD additionally to the $450m that was agreed on the call with you,
clearly changed the conversation. Apart from the significantly increased difference of $105m that FTX had now
out of the sudden to pay additionally to the previou sly agreed $450m for the deal, it also caused integrity
question s for FTX as this money would have benefitted only certain people but NOT all shareholders and
therefore this can be classified as an attempted fraud against the shareholders committed by Daniel.
You also eonfirmed in our conversation on the 24 th Nov that Daniel told you about his idea to ask for the
additional $105m for PlayChip and that you told him that he cannot do this a this harms the shareholders.
2. US Team and US business
FTX sa id from day 1 that they are only interested in the US business as this is their focus and where they see the
va lu e of PlayUp. The FTX rejeetion letter clearly says "A large part of the value of the business is com ing from the
US licensure and market access agreements. Any potential acquirer wou ld want to make sure these agreements
are full proof. The cu rrent US team ha s been ineredibly important to getting the market access agreements. To
our surprise, keY_Rersonnel from the US business are not part of the future plans of the bu siness."
When Daniel went into the meeting in the Bahamas, he told FTX that my contract is going to expire by end of
Nov and that he has a new CEO. First, he said it would be a female and afterwards he changed the story to a
male CEO and mentioned Dennis Drazin as a candidate. At this time, Daniel was telling me that I will receive my
contract shortly and that Ash was working on the contract w ith outside counsel. Daniel had never before
communicated this to me and I was thinking I would receive a contract extension as Daniel verbally agreed with
me in mid- October and confirmed later in writing via WhatApp that I would receive a new contract with 15%
equity in total and a lmio salary. Sinee then, I followed up every week and he always said that my contract
extension would be in the works.
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When FTX asked me about Daniels statements to them in the Bahamas meeting that he has a new CEO and that
I would be no longer with PlayUp, I was clearly confused as this was not what has been agreed with Daniel. I
said that this might be a misunderstanding as Daniel had told me previously that the company is working on
getting my contract extended. Daniels comments about his new CEO and me being no longer with PlayUp led to
FTX writing in their letter "2. There seems to be mistrust and lack of communication between the US and the
Global business".
With Daniel saying that he has a new US CEO even though FTX asked from day 1 for me to stay on for at least 24
months as part of the deal, I was described as the "jewelry of the business" and FTX focus was the US business,
Daniel put the deal clearly at risk. FTX adviser Chris Grove contacted me and told me that they only want to do
the deal if I stay on. FTX confirmed that in several conversations that I had with them.
Q!iligation of FTX to take over 8 AU key...~..!!U!loy'ees as Ilart ofthe deal:
Furthermore, Daniel submitted a list with 8 key employees that all together should receive a further $50 mio in
incentives. According to my conversation with you Ross, this was NOT part of the conversations with FTX before
the in-person meeting in the Bahamas. Daniel told me in his email "FTX deal" that he sent me a few days before
going to the Bahamas (see Daniels email from Tuesday, November 9,2021 at 5:15 PM, subject FTX Deal) that
he is suggesting $65 mio as incentives ("FTX: sign On Stock to PlayUp Key staff at new valuation (Daniel/ Lailaf
Micf Key staff): $65m)". Whatever the right amount here was - additional $50 m or $65m -this was another
significant increase that Daniel asked FTX to pay for. When I told Daniel that I forbid him to negotiate a sign-in
bonus of $25m on my behalf and that he cannot do a side deal as this harms our shareholders, the relationship
between Dan and I broke.
Also, all the 8 key employees that Daniel put on the list that FTX has to take as part of the deal (!) are AU staff
members. So, he presented a list with 8 AU key employees to FTX that FTX has to take as part of the deal even
though FTX said from day one and also in the meeting in the Bahamas that they are primarily interested in the
US business, not the AU business. This is strategically inacceptable and led to FTX rejecting the deal as they
wrote in their letter. BTW, their letter says twice that they have decided against "a full acquisition". According to
Daniel, FTX asked him in the Bahamans meeting for what valuation they could only buy the US business and
Daniel replied that $400 mio of the valuation would be for the US and $50 mio for the AU business. One of the
8 AU key employees that FTX has to keep as part of the deal is also Scott Simic who is an operations manager
for Fantasy at PlayUp and the brother of Daniel. This caused some further confusion. According to FTX, the
main problem with all the 8 AU key employees was that
• they are all AU and there where NO US key members even though the US is the focus of FTX
• FTX has to keep and pay them as part of the deal including big sign in bonuses (at least 6.25 mio US in
average per person if we assume 50 mio and not 65 mio)
• they are making all small salaries at the moment; according to FTX they looked at those salaries in the
dataroom and feit fooled
Valuation of the Deal:
FTX said in their letter under point 4 "There is discontent within the team and the board on the valuations. We
don't want employees to feel that they"ve had to forgo better options and therefore aren't motivated to work
under FTX."
In the conversation that you Ross were on before the trip to the Bahamas, $450m was agreed. When Daniel
went there to meet FTX in person, he added at least $105 mio for the PlayChip and another at least $50m for
the incentives for the 8 AU key employees. This increased the price at least by $155 mio USD. So, instead of
buying PlayUp for $450m, Daniel now told them that they have to pay $605 m USD !!!
Daniel told FTX that those 8 AU key employees need those high sign-in bonuses and once they are part of FTX
high salaries of over $1 mio each, to stay motivated. This senten ce has nothing to do with me and cannot have
to do anything with me as Daniel clearly said that he has a new US CEO and I won 't continue with PlayUp. Also,
FTX said that the US leadership is not part of the future plans of the business in their rejection letter which
confirms that this is not related to me at all.
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Danielled over months all the negotiations by himself even though the US business was key for FTX. I requested
a few times to be involved but he rejected my requests. Even our bankers Jefferies were not included on the
calls by Daniel even though this transaction would have been covered by Jefferies contract. Also, to my
knowledge, no other board members have been included apart from Mic attending the Bahamas meeting.
Ross, don't take it as an offense but you are not a board member or Management but even you were invited to
join in the most important pre-meeting call with FTX . Did you never question why I was not invited to the call if
even you were there? I am the key person in the entire deal as the creator of the entire US business and CEO
which they requested to stay on. How could that be?
Daniel and Mic told me both that it is inappropriate for me to attend the in-person meeting in the Bahamas.
BTW, this is not a board decision, just them telling me their personal opinions. I have been invited by FTX to
meet with them in the Bahamas, not by Daniel or PlayUp. Now, afterwards, everything makes sense. They
didn't want me to attend so they can negotiate the side deals for them in regards to the 8 AU keyemployees,
PlayChip and Daniel requesting 25mio sign-in bonus for himself. I have several communication confirming this.
And just to clarify again -you all keep telling me in serval conversation that everything was clear and the deal
was done before Daniel and Mic were travelling to the Bahamas. However, the email from FTX states clearly "To
our surp rise, keY_llersonnel from the US business are not part of the future plans of the business". Forget the
PlayChip, forget the 8 AU Key employees and the additional at least $155mio - What else should have blown
up the deal if not this that the US key personnel are not included in Daniel plans?
Ross and Ash, please restore all email conversations and make sure certain people won't delete emails as this
might go into litigation as Ross pointed out. I have been considering a class action against Daniel as weil
depending on the outcome of this conflict.

Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+15512297797
Twitter I Linked ln

From: Ross Benson <rbenson@investorlink.com.au>
Date: Saturday, December 4, 2021 at 3:23 PM
To: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, "Dr.mintas@gmail.com" <dr.minta s@g mail.com>
Subject: Without Prejudice: Personal Interests
Hi Daniel and Laila,
I am pleased that you are communicating with each other now in a rational way. I have discussed with both of
you at length the various vers ions of events regarding the proposed transaction with FTX.
In simple terms, you both have an obligation to ensure the FTX deal is closed. The current status of the deal has
been derailed as a result of addressing personal interests which were prioritised ahead of the shareholders
interests.
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Based on a call with FTX, ahead of either of you attending the Bahamas, this deal was done at the agreed
consideration of US450m. FTX on this call stated ... "the only final process step is a face to face with Sam. Apart
from this, we are ready to go".
We all now understand clearly what each of you want. Unfortunately, this process has put the deal at risk.
Please understand, if a satisfactory outcome is not achieved, the Shareholders will need to pursue a class action
for the damage caused. Naturally, under exam ination, all counterparties, including FTX would be subpoenaed
for further detail.
I truly hope you can both work together now and sort this out.
I am available to discuss with either or both together any questions you may have regarding the
abovementioned .

Regards,
Ross

Sent from my Galaxy
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Wednesdav, Deeember 8,2021 at 22:12:24 Pacifie Standard TIme

Subjeet:

Re: Directors Meeting

Date:

Sunday, December 5,2021 at 8:39 :41 AM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Mintas

To:

Daniel Simic

CC:

Dennis Drazin, Michael Costa, Ash ley Kerr, Richard Sapsford, Farshad Amirbeaggi, Ross Benson,
Unsworth, Alex

Attaehments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003.png, image004.png, image005.png, image006.png,
image007.png, image008.png, image009.png, image010.png, imageOl1.png, image012.png,
image013.png
Daniel,
Please stop creating more problems and let us move forward to resolve all the issues.
It is important and in the interest of all shareholders to have the Board Meeting asap so we have adecision on
how we move forward and how we can get the FTX deal done.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+15512297797
Twitter I Linkedln

From: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2021 at 1:23 AM
Ce: Dennis Drazin <DDrazi n@drazinandwarshaw.com>, Michael Costa <mic hael.costa@playup.com>,
Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com >, Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.com.au>, Farshad
Amirbeaggi <farshad@yatesbeaggi.com.au>, "Prof. Dr. Mintas" <dr. laila @mintas.net>
Subject: Re: Directors Meeting
All,
In my view 2 things needs to occur before any board meeting.
1. I have asked Farshad To provide laila with all background information on playchip. This is essential given laila
has made threats of disseminating false information that she has determined legal whistleb lowing.
2. Laila has stated non compliance issues in regards to our licensing in the USA and believes she has an
obligation to tell regulators . Problem is laila was the CEO at the time and as part of her role should have
remedied any breach or at least advised the directors. What are the breaches?why are they there? and Why are
they not fixed? Farshad needs to request an appropriate answer from laila given the seriousness.
When both letters are issued from Farshad, and laila has responded to the latter, then I will commit to attending
a board meeting.
These loose ends need to be tidied up as a matter of urgency.
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Farshad - when do you think you can push out these letters to laila . (Call me if you need more detail)

Daniel

Sent fram my iPhone

On 5 Dec 2021 , at 3:37 am, Dr Laila Mintas <dr.laila@mintas.net>w rote:
Works for me too
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
+15512297797
Twitter Linkedln

On Dec4, 2021, at 11:43 PM, Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@drazinandwa rshaw.com>
wrote:
These times and dates for me in Barcelona should be ok
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 5, 2021, at 8:38 AM, Michael Costa
<michael.costa@playup.com >wrate:

Thanks Ash .
I can work with either day, but my preference is Wed Sydney time.
Cheers,
Michael Costa

eTa I PlayUp Limited
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PLAYUPf
Mobile +61 416158046
Email michael.costa@R!.<l)(l.!RJ<Q!n
Site www.RlaWRJ<Q!n
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017,
Australia

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Date: Sunday, 5 December 2021 at 5:45 pm
To: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com >, Dennis Drazin
<DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com >, Michael (osta
<michael.costa@playup.com>, Richard Sapsford
<richard@rpna.com.au>, "dr.laila@mintas.net"
<dr.laila@mintas.net>
Subject: Directors Meeting
Oear Directors
As conversations have been progressing regarding Laila's proposal, I
understand that we would like to set aside a time forthe directors
meeting to discuss and vote on the proposal.
As a number of you are currently in transit and different time zones, it
will be difficult align a time. Can you please let me know which of the
below times works for you and hopefully we can find one that works
for all.

..
I~

Sydney, Australia
AEOT ,uTe "-!1

Barcelona , Spain
CET

~

=
"

lJT,~

Las Vegas , NV, USA
PST (UTe -

8:30 am

•

Tue, 7 Dec 2021

10:30 pm

•

Tue , 7 Dec 2021

1:30 pm

•

Wed, 8 Dec 2021

" delete
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•
--•

Sydney, Australia
,r .

AEDT

Barcelona , Spain
CET u"''v

1

Thu, 9 Dec 2021

8:30 am

Wed, 8 Dec 2021

10:30 pm

Houda~

~ Las Vegas , NV, USA
PST UTe-8

Immaculate Conception

Wed, 8 Dec 2021

1:30 pm

•
•
•

Kin d regard s
As hley
Ashley Kerr

General Counsel

PlAYUPY
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Emai l as hley.kerr@Q!g\1J.!1LQQ!.!!
Site www.glaYJig·com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017,
Australia

Disdaimcr: Thls r.:mail anti illtm:hI1lL'llh are l'onlidl:l1tial anu suhjcct tu COP) righl. Ir YOll are
not thc intcnJed rcclpicill amI )OU rCCCI\l' (hi., email in crror, pkasc illllllCuiald) 'H.h ISC thc
sender h) return email amllhclllklctc lhis cm;liI anti tkslt"O) all pnntt'd copies. You an:
hereh) nolilicu thai an~ disclosure. eop~ Ing., t1istnhullon or tahing action In n,']<lllon In thc
cOlllcnh in this l'l)lail .111d attm:hrm:llt:-. is ", trietl) rmhihill.:d Hllllu ll la\\ful.
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 22:15:28 Pacific Standard Time

Subject:

Re: PlayUp Limited Board Meeting 30 Nov 2021- Exec Restructure and Remuneration Proposal

Date:

Monday, November 29, 2021 at 12:32:48 PM PacificStandard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Daniel Simic, Richard Sapsford, Ashley Kerr, Michael Costa, Ross Benson
(rbenson@investorlink.com .au), Sally McDow, Unsworth, Alex, Farshad Amirbeaggi, Dennis
Drazin

BCC:

Mintas

Attachments: imageOOl.png, image002.png, image003 .png, image004.png, imageOOS.png, image006.png,
image007.png, image008.png, image009.png, image010.png, image011.png, image012.png,
image013.png, image014.png
Daniel,
Confused you are sending out this meeting agenda that was NOTeven shared for input with me and you are
not supposed to be in the board meeting today as agreed with Ross who is the acting Chairman today. You keep
breaching all the board protocols.
Also, option 1 is wrong as I suggest Dennis to be the Chairman, not Atul. Also, add to option 1 as a point 10 that
all people involved in the PlayChip fraud against the shareholders have to step down immediately from all their
positions. Up to today, I have not received the requested ownership documents and other documents from the
AU Board Members, but so far I know that Richard , Daniel and Mic are Directors of PlayChip and direct
beneficiaries of the attempted fraud so they have to step down from all their positions with immediate effect.
Second, it is outrages that you write under Option 2, point 4. "Laila executes on her threats to destroy PlayUp".
How it should read instead is "Laila to report Richards, Daniels and Mics criminal and unethical behavior to put $
170 mio USD into their own pocket to the regulators in AU and US and other suspicious activities".
With their board proposals, Daniel, Richard and Mic have proven that they have no integrity. How can you guys
seriously suggest to keep Daniel involved even though he just tried to commit fraud against the company and
shareholders??? The only answer I can give to mys elf is that you are part of this attempted fraud which is clear
because of your involvement with PlayChip and you just want to continue your suspicious activities. I am not
going to be the judge-I will just forward all my knowledge to the regulators in AU and US and they can make
that decision. And I will sue you personally for the damage you caused to me and the company.
This is not threating. I must act ethically. I only try to save the company and make the FTX deal. Because of my
reputation and being a key license holder and key signatory of PlayUp, I can only stay with the company if you
give me the opportunity to clean up the company so that no more damage is caused by you to the
shareholders/company. So you should stop destroying the company with not accepting my proposal and
making the FTX deal impossible.
We can keep the meeting today very short as I am NOT willing to accept any other option that Option 1 to clean
up the company from corruptive people. The only way for me to do that is to become the Global CEO and none
of the other proposal is acceptable.
Also, ALL of you AU Board Members don't have the intellectual capacity to understand that FXTwili NEVER
EVER do a deal that includes Daniel, so all the proposals you submitted make no sense and will make the FTX
deal impossible.
Today you have to make the decision to commit your own and the company"s suicide or to move on in an
ethical way.
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Kind regard s,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayU p Inc

PlAYUPY
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@g laY.l!g·com
Site www. Jl@.Y.l!1liQ!ll

From: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic @playup.com >
Date : Monday, November 29, 2021 at 11:16 AM
Ta: Dennis Dra zin <ddra zin@drazinandwarshaw.com>, Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.cam.au>,
Ashley Ke rr <ash ley.kerr@pla yup.com >, Michael Casta <michael.cost a@ playup.com >, Laila Mintas
<Iaila.minta s@ playup.com >, Ross Benson <rben son@investorlink.com.au>, Sally McDow
<sa lly.mcdow@boardroomlimited.com .a u>, " Unsworth, Alex" <AU nsworth @cgf.com >, Farshad
Am irbeaggi <fa rshad@yatesbeaggi.com.au>
Subject: PlayUp Limited Board Meeting 30 Nov 2021 - Exec Restructure and Remuneration Proposal

Dear Board , Advisors, Sally and Ashley,
Please find attached pdf version of agenda w hich was linked to the calendar invite sent by Ash ley.
Please also find attached t he base executive restructure and remu neratio n proposals put forth.
See you on th e call at 9am 30 Nov 21 AEST.

Daniel

Daniel Simic
CEO I PlayUp

PLAYUPY
Mobile +61 404 855 OO?
Email daniel.simic @glaY.l!g.com
Site www.I2I.aYJi[l.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 22:17:04 Pacific Standard Time

Subject:

Raised Money for US Market?

Date:

Friday, November 26,2021 at 1:34:58 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Dennis Drazin, Richard Sapsford, Daniel Simic, Michael Costa

CC:

Ashley Kerr

BCC:

Mintas

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003 .png, image004.png, image005.png, image006.png,
image007.png
Australian Board members,
All the money that was raised this year, has been raised for the US business. This is also the story that you told
the investors. When I told Daniel that this money needs to be on the US accounts or at least accessible for the
US, he promised me that this would happen. Same as with other promises, this never happened. We still don't
have the money or access to it for the US business. Instead, we need to beg every week for money and even
this sometimes doesn't come in time, so sometimes it gets very tight to even get our US employees paid. But
it's not just this. There have always been a lot of due invoices that Daniel rejected to pay in time.
We have no transparency or visibility what the Australian leadership is doing with our funds. This is a
circumstance we cannot accept anymore and it is a breach of our Delegation Policy that the board approved. I
also brought this up in our board meeting a while ago but nothing has changed. This need to change asap.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Inc

PlAYUPY
Mobil +1 551 229 7797
Email laila.mintas@p-Iay!!p-.com
Site www.R.@y!!p-.com
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Wednesday, Oecember 8,2021 at 22:18:10 Pacific Standard TIme

Subject:

FW: FTX deal

Date:

Friday, November 26, 2021 at 12:42:59 PM PacificStandard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Richard Sapsford, Daniel Simic, Michael Costa

CC:

Dennis Drazin

BCC:

Mintas

Attachments: imageOOl.png, image002 .p ng, image003.png, image004.png, imageOOS.png, image006.png,
image007 .png
Australian Board Members,
For the ones of you who haven't seen it yet in writing, please review email below that Daniel sent me a few days
before the trip to the Bahamas . As you all know, this is what he asked FTX for in the meeting in the Bahamas. It
is also confirmed by the last email from FTX .
Now where 1 received more and more documents (not from you!) and started investigating, 1 now get a clearer
picture in my head why the Australian Board Members are not shocked and take no action about this unethical
behaviorthrough the side deal with PlayChip because YOU are all involved in PlayChip deal. The $105 mio side
deal would have gone directly into your pockets and NOT to our 400+ shareholders and 1 am one of them as
weil as you, Dennis.
Also very interesting is that PlayChip went bankrupt but so mehow managed to own now out of the sud den a
significant percentage in PlayUp. All three Directors of PlayChip - Richard, Mic and Daniel- are also board
members of PlayU p. I think this is a very interesting story for AU and USA regulators to look into under those
circumstances and facts.
As FTX email confirms clearly, because of your greed you destroyed the deal with them and harmed all of the
shareholders. 1 have an excellent reputation and 1 cannot risk to let this go without consequences for you
Australian guys, except you allow me to clean this mess up by removing Daniel and accepting my conditions to
become the Global CEO. Under my leadership, things like that won't happen again and I think this should be in
the interest of the company and all shareholders and especially board members.
Same of you keep asking me if 1 am not afra id to lose everything. I guarantee you guys - and especially you
Richard - 1 will lose nothing. Worse case is 1 will get it from you once 1 sue the shit out of you.
Australian Board members, start facing reality and make the right decisions .
Kind regards,
Laila
Or Laila Mintas
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CEO

I PlayUp Inc

PlAYUPf
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@glaYJ!g ·com
Site www. glaYJ!g.com

From: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>
Date: Tuesday, November 9,2021 at 5:15 PM
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila .mintas@playup.com>
Subject: HX deal
Laila:

HX deal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Seil Price: $450m
FTX Buy PlayChip off certain People: $105m
70/30 Cash/ FTX Scrip from the at the New Valuation: $450m
FTX: Sign On Stock to PlayUp Key Staff at new valuation (Daniel/ Laila/ Mie/ Key Staff):
$65m
FTX Approval to Pay staff a "Suecess Bonus" (From PlayUp Current Cash):
FTX Agree Ongoing Wages:
HZ Agree Bonus Level 1:
FTX Agree Bonus Level 2:

Daniel Simic
CEO I PlayUp
<image015.png>
Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic @Q!gYJig.com
Site www.glaYJig.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia
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Subject:

SBC

Date:

Friday, November 26,2021 at 12:09:24 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Daniel Simie

CC:

Riehard Sapsford, Michael Costa, Dennis Drazin

BCC:

Mintas

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003.png, image004.png, image005.png, image006 .png,
image007.png
Hi Daniel,
It comes to my attention that you are sending Raymond Gonzalez from Australia to the US to attend the SBC
conferenee next week. How come? You didn' t diseuss this with me nor did you inform me. He is not even an
emp loyee of PlayUp, only a eonsultant. We have the full US team on the ground , there is no need for that.
Please explain me your intention? How would you feel if I sent my US team members to Australia for any
Australian event w ithout even letting you know? You are wasting our money.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Lai la Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Ine

PlAYUPY'
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila .m intas@glay.!!g.com
Site www.glay.!!g.eom
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Subject: FTX email
Date:

Thursday, November 25,2021 at 10:46:01 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Richard Sapsford, Daniel Simic, Michael Costa, Dennis Drazin

CC:

Ashley Kerr

Board Members,
How comes I have not been informed about the FTX email by the board veto The email ineludes important facts whieh
affeet the eompany and the conversations with FTX. I don't know if I have to remind you that I am the Ceo of th e US and
member ofthe board. I shared all the wrilten and verbal information with you upfront which I received and which were
relevant because I take my position as a board member serious. The board doesn't consist ofyou three Australians only.
You need to share everything with the entire board. And who knows what else we didn't reeeive in the last two years.
There is notransparency from the AU side. How unbelievably is this. This is not a serious board.
Please forward me this email from FTX and all other relevant information and also the doeuments that I requested
earlier in my previous email.

Kind regards,
Or Laila Mintas
CEO - PlayUp US
Mobil +1 5512297797
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Subject:

Stock Holder Documentation

Date:

Wednesday, November 24,2021 at 11 :59:09 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Richard Sapsford, Daniel Simic, Dennis Drazin, M ichael Costa

CC:

Ashley Kerr

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002 .png, image003 .png, image004 .png, imageOOS.png, image006.png,
image007.png
Board members,
In my role as Board Member and CEO of the US business, I would like to request the following information to be
shared with me asap:
1. Please send me an updated stock holding document. I need to understand w ho owns what percentage and how
this came together. There is some information I receive d about certain people owning stock in PlayUp that
ca uses confusion on my end.
2. Please send me documentation for me to understand what the ownership structure of PlayChip is and what the
process was for PlayChip to own significa nt stock in PlayUp. Daniel shared with me initially that PlayChip went
bankrupt, so I need to understand the process.
Kind regards,

Or Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPY
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@p-Iay.yp-.com
Site www.p-laY.yp-.com
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Subject:

Re : FTX - urgent

Date:

Wednesday, November 24,2021 at 10:54:58 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Ash ley Kerr

CC:

Richard Sapsford, Oaniel Simic, Michael Costa, Oennis Orazin

Attachments: image008.png,
image014.png,
image008.png,
image014.png,

image009.png,
image015.png,
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image015.png,

image010.png,
image016.png,
image010.png,
image016.png,

image011.png,
im age017.png,
image011.png,
image017.png,

image012.png,
image018.png,
image012.png,
image018.png,

image013.png,
image019.png,
image013.png,
image019.png

The Austra lian Board members have 5 days lett to clean up their mess before they will feel the consequences oftheir
behavior

Kind rega rds,
Or Laila Mintas
CEG - PlayUp US
Mobil + 15512297797

On Nov 24,2021, at 6:27 PM, Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.eom>wrote:

Hi Laila
While I appreeiate there are a number of diffteult moving pieees right now, please be mindful that
you have a number of eritieal obligations to the business, both as a Oirector and under your
employment as US CEG.
This includes the fiduciary duty to the company and shareholders, but also the eonfidentiality and
non -disparagement provisions of your employment agreement, whieh prohibit making any
statements or representations that disparage, portray in a negative light, or otherwise impair the
reputation or eommereial interest of the Company, it's subsidiaries and the other executives and
direetors. Emails sueh as a below are in direct breaeh of these obligations and have caused damage
to the company.
Any communications such as the below with external parties must cease immediatei." and any
further eommunieations with FTX must be done with the blessing and involvement of the Board.
Kind regards
Ashley
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel

PlAYUPY
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Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashlev..kerr@QlaYJiP.com
Site www.RlaY.lJR.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

From: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com >
Sent: Thursday, 25 November 202110:06 AM
To: Richard Sapsford <rich ard@ rpna.com.au >; Daniel Simic <da niel.simic@playup.com >; Michael
Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>; Dennis Drazin <ddraz in@drazinandwarshaw.com>
Ce: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@p layup.com >; Ross Benson <rbenson@investorlink.com .a u>; Todd
8uckingham <todd@betmakers.com >; Matt Davey <matt.davey@tekkorp .com>
Subject: FTX - urgent
Dear Board Members and Shareholders,
It was just brought to my attention that Daniel is in progress of setting up a call with FTX for today.
This is the wrong signal to FTX as this means he is still in charge.
Don't let Daniel or anybody call FTX right now. I promise you this will harm the potential deal.
Don't you understand that they don't want to deal with Daniel as he tried to do a side deal and
they don't want to deal with a person that acts without integrity. They are afraid of their own
reputation. And what should Daniel discuss with them? The facts are all stated in their email.lt.s
all about the US business. I need to lead those conversations officially.
I am in conversations with FTX since lieft the Bahamas. They even set up achat group with me.
The only way how we can get this deal over the line as I told you now several times including
yesterday in the board meeting is to remove Daniel from all his positions and establish me as
Global CEO to lead PlayUp. All they want is that I handover a clean company to them led by me.
Please listen to me and don't mess up this opportunity again. Everything I told you from the
beginning is now proven through the email they sent you last night.
I can only get the deal done if I get your support as Global CEO. You are undermining what I just
told them (that the board would be fine to remove Daniel if that helps closing the dea l as Richard
confirmed to me yesterday). If Daniel sti ll leads those conversations and is still in charge, this looks
just again very messy. Under point 1 of their email they are saying " To our surprise, key personnel
from the US bu si ness are not part of the future plans of the business". What more should they or I
say to make you understand?
Also, Ilearned that Daniel is backlisted in Australia and that the company could not even do a
public listing with hirn. Apart from that fact - that by the way should have been disclosed to all us
- how can YOU, especially you RICHARD still have somebody that tried to make illegal side deals
(now proven those the email from FTX) represent PlayUp and all the sharehold ers? This blows my
mind. Are you guy crazy? We can sue and get sued for this, the company and the key licensees can
lose their licenses .
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Kind regards,
Laila

Dr Laila Mintas
CEO

I PlayUp Ine

PlAYUpr
Mobil+15512297797
Email laila.m intas@RlaYJJ.1MQ!!l
Site www.R laYJJ.R.com
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Subject:

FTX deal

Date:

Wednesday, November 24,2021 at 12:01:46 AM Pacific Standard Time

from:

Laila Mintas

To:

Ross Benson

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003.png, image004.png, image005.png, image006.png,
image007.png, image008.png, image009.png, imageOlO.png, imageOll .png, image012.png,
image013.png, image014.png
Hi Ross,
I am writing you to inform you as a shareholder in PlayUp about some serious integrity issues of Daniel.
We have been working on finalizing a deal with FTX over the last months and they were seriously interested in
buying the company for $450mio uso. Unfortunately, instead of acting on behalf of and in the interest of the
shareholders and the company, Daniel got greedy and tried to negotiate a side deal for himself and his bodies.
This below is the email that Daniel sent mejust before the meeting in the Bahamas with FTX.
He wanted to negotiate a 25mio sign in bonus on my behalf and I said no and prohibited him from negotiating
anything on my behalf and also that he is harming the shareholders with this approach. This was the breaking
point between Oaniel and land led to Daniel and Mic telling me to not participate in the meeting with FTX in the
Bahamas even though FTX was mainly interested in me and the US business which they have indicated fram
day one.
As FTX told me, Daniel asked FTX in the Bahamas to buy the PlayChip for lOOmio and 25mio sign-in bonus for
him and Mic and a few others as part of the deal. The list that he presented with the "8 key employees" are all
AU; none of them is an US employee. This is so stupid as they asked from day one ifthey can only acquire the
US business. And this was the reason why this entire deal was rejected by FTX. They said they don't want to
deal with a person like Daniel due to his integrity issues of those side deals . He didn't represent the shareholder
interests, he only represented his own interests and so he has harmed the shareholders/company.
Daniel needs to get removed asap . He crassed the line with this behavior. I see it as my obligation to inform the
regulators as a next step. The only way to avoid it is to remove him asap.
I raised those facts with the board today; as of now the board has not made adecision to appropriately address
these concerns.
I

ca 11 you tomorraw to discuss.

Kind regards,
Laila
Or Laila Mintas
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CEO

I PlayUp Ine

PLAYUPY'
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@RlayuR.com
Site www.RlaYJl.R.com

From : Daniel Simie <daniel.simic@playup.com>
Date: Tuesday, November 9, 2021 at 5:15 PM
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com >
Subject: FTX deal
Laila :

FTX deal

Seil Price : $450m
FTX Buy PlayChip off certain People: $105m
70/30 Cash/ FTX Scrip from the at the New Valuation: $450m
FTX: Sign On Stock to PlayUp Key Staff at new valuation (Daniel/ Laila/ Mic/ Key Staff): $65m
FTX Approval to Pay staff a "Success Bonus" (From PlayUp Current Cash) :
FTX Agree Ongoing Wages:
FTZ Agree Bonus Level 1:
FTX Agree Bonus Level 2:

Daniel Simic
CEO I PlayUp

PLAYUPY'
Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic @Rl.illlJ,!~
Site www.Rl.ilyJ.1~
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia
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Subjeet:

FW: Laila's Agreement

Date:

Tuesday, November 23, 2021 at 4:39:12 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila M intas

To:

Riehard Sapsford
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FYI - Those are the last conditions we agreed on plus now Global CEO title
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Lai la Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Ine
PlayUp Logo

PlayUp Star

Mobil +1 551 229 7797
Email laila.mintas@R laYJ!R.eom
Site www.RlaYJ!R.eom

From: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com >
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2021 at 11:49 AM
To: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.eom >
Ce: Dennis Drazin <D Drazin@DrazinandWarshaw.eom >, Daniel Simie <da niel.simie@playup.eom >
Subject: Re: Laila's Agreement
Hi Ashley,
Thanks - my request is to have 15% is equity in total, so I am basieally asking for the differenee between what I
own today and the 15%.
I don' t want to fight with the eompany about what I eurrently have, so my suggestion is that the agreement
simply says that I will reeeive w hatever is missing to get 15% in total on day X.
In terms of sa la ry, my request is $1mio USo
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
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CEO

I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPT

Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@glaY.l!g·com
Site www. glaY.l!g.com

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 10:19 PM
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>, Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com >
Subjeet: RE: Laila's Agreement
Hi Laila
Thank you for confirming.
I instructed DLA yesterday to pull together the core of the contract and explained the urgency.
In order to provide the instructions on the remuneration breakdown, are you able to confirm the salary figure
and equity amount you would like to see reflected in the agreement and I will pass this on to them? I will then
be able to work with them to understand how this can best be achieved and if there is a way to structure the
additional item you raised in your email regarding a cash payment from the company.
If there are any questions from DLA I will ensure these are passed on to yourself and Dennis so that you're kept
across the status and timing.
Thank you for separately sen ding through the market feedback from CAA Sports, please continue to send
through any further analysis you have at hand and I w ill also continue to research what I can access to help fasttrack this process.
Best regards
Ash
Ashley Kerr

General Counsel
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PlAYUpr
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashle.... kerr@QlaYJJQ.com
Site www.QlaYJJQ.com
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

From: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Sent: Thursday, 11 November 20211:07 PM
To: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>; Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup .com>
Subject: Re: Laila's Agreement
Hi Daniel,
As discussed yesterday over the phone in length, I was the one that told you that I want a clean and transparent
solution which includes the board approval, and I was the one suggesting a board resolution .
I am fine with the coneept below but need this concept to be refleeted in the contract as outlined below. One
change that I would request is that the company needs to pay me in cash rather than stock in the case that the
shareholder don't approve the equity. I only want that as a protection for that worse case scenario and am
open for another so lution if someone has one. I just don't want end up in a situation that the company ean tell
me that they tried to issue the stock but it didn't get approved and I end up not getting it.
@Ash-appreciateyourhelp in finding a solution and would appreciate if you could share a first draft with
Dennis and I asap.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp In c

PlAYUP'Y

Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@Q laYJJQ·com
Site www.Q laY.l!Q.com
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From: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@RlaY.l!Q.com >
Date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 12:10 AM
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Ta: Laila Mintas <lai la.minta s@lllaY.llIl·cam >
Subject: Re: Laila's Agreement
Laila,
Please read this and communicate with me. Ashley has been trying to achieve the outcome.
We need to tell Ash we agree to this and get a board resolution and/ or undertaking to the below and issuing
our contracts.
We have a duty to our shareholders and as directors please understand we cannotjust skip the processes.
We have a duty as directors to not blow this deal with FTX and I am really trying to meet your expectations .
Call me as soon as you read this no matter the time.

Daniel
Daniel Simic
CEO I PlayUp

PLAYUPf
Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic @lllaY.l!Il.com
Site www.lllaY.l!Il.com
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

Fram: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr @lllaY.llIl.com >
Date: Wednesday, 10 November 2021 at 6:17 pm
Ta: Danie l Simic <danie l. simic @lllaY.llIl.com >
Subject: Laila's Agreement
Hi Daniel
I have spoken with the externallawyers and we have a proposed solution.
Once we complete the market analysis, we will increase Laila's salary under Director Resolution to the
permissible amount (ideally $lm, subject to the market research).
Separately, under the new employment agreement PlayUp will commit to including aresolution at the
completian of the Scheme process with FTX for additional equity to be issued to Laila, which would be paid out
following completion of the FTX transaction (exactly as any equity issued today) . The exact number of shares
and value can be agreed bv the board. If FTX doesn't comolete for anv reason . PlavUo wou ld be reauired to
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complete the share issue at an exit event or by the end of the 12 months via a shareholder resolution (if no exit
event happens).
The advantage of this approach is:
1. We obtain the shareholder vote we require during the Scheme, without calling an additional EGM and all
shareholders will be highly motivated to approve the extra equity issue as they will want their payout
from the transaction;
2. We can time the equity issue so that it is after the current Options holders, so it minimise the dilutionary
affect;
3. It avo ids any risk that shareholders/ASIC consid er that the directors approved an executive remuneration
package in breach of the Corps Act; and
4 . Laila has the contractual commitment she seeks for the additional equity under her new contract.
The downside of this proposal over what was discussed this morning is that the additional equity will dilute
other holders, but if we time it to be after the Options expire then the impact is somewhat reduced.
I truly believe this is the best so lution for all parties involved and helps to get Laila in the exact position she is
after.
I hope this will resolve any concern and illustrate how committed we are to finding a solution that works best
for her.
Let me know if Laila is open to progressing with this and we w ill get our US counsel to urgently prepare the
terms.
Cheers
Ash
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel

PLAYUPf
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashle\(.kerr@Q]gY.l!p.com
Site www.[1laY..Y1liQ!!l
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia
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Subject:

Re: Laila's Agreement

Date:

Monday, November 22,2021 at 7:35:43 PM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

Ta:

DanielSimic

CC:

Dennis Drazin, Ashley Kerr, Richard Sapsford, Michael Costa
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Following up on this email-what's the status on my contract?
I don't know if you are aware of the severe consequences if PlayUp da not extend my contract in time. You can't
run the US business without me which means you shut down the entire US business. I created the main value
of PlayUp so I cannot leave the company and leave all the assets in your responsibility as you cannot handle it.
In fact, PlayUp US is equal with me. You might think you can run the business without me but it doesn't work.
All the pending skin contracts are based on my personal relationships, and even more importantly, I have
several blocking rights fram a regulatory perspective. Ta my former request, I am adding that you willleave the
company and step down from all your positions and I will become the global CEO to restructure the company
and maximize the global success on behalf of all our shareholders because you couldn't fulfill that obligation as
of today and you are even an obstade and liability risk to the company overall.
Through your personal greed, you messed up the opportunity to dose the FTX deal which harms all of the
shareholders. It's not only your personal greed, it's also your incompetency. They have asked you fram the first
day if they can only acquire the US business because that's where the value is, and you presented a list with the
"8 key employees" to them, which had not even ONE US employee on it. How stupid is that strategy? And there
is more you messed up, but I don't want to go into all those details right now.
For that reason, we need to have a board meeting ASAP where I can bring up all the details and the final
consequences if PlayUp doesn't have aleader anymore by end of the month because Daniel need to leave the
company and I am the only one who can fill that position right away. The board needs to decide if they can take
the risk / consequences that come with it if we don' t make that decision and that can go up to the bankruptcy
of the entire PlayU p business.

Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
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CEO I PlayUp lne
PlayUp Logo

PlayUp Star

Mobil +1 551 229 7797
Email laila.mintas@RlaY.liR·com
Site www. RlaY.l!R.com

From: Laila Mintas <laila.mintas@playup.eom>
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2021 at 11:49 AM
To: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.eom>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.eom>, Daniel 5imie <daniel.simie@playup.eom>
Subjeet: Re: Laila's Agreement
Hi Ashley,
Thanks - my request is to have 15% is equity in total, so I am basieally asking for the differenee between what I
own today and the 15%.
I don't want to fight with the eompany about what I eurrently have, so my suggestion is that the agreement
simply says that I will reeeive whatever is missing to get 15% in total on day X.
In terms of salary, my request is $lmio USo
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Ine

PlAYUPY
Mobil +l 551 229 7797
Email laila.mintas@RlaY.l!R·com
Site www.glaY.l!g.com

From: Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.eom>
Date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 10:19 PM
To: Laila Mintas <laila.mintas@playup.eom>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.eom>, Daniel Simie <daniel.simie@playup.com>
Subjeet: RE: Laila's Agreement
Hi Laila
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Thank you for confirming.
I instructed DLA yesterday to pull together the core of the contract and explained the urgency.
In order to provide the instructions on the remuneration breakdown, are you ab le to confirm the salary figure
and equity amount you would like to see reflected in the agreement and I will pass this on to them7 I will then
be able to work with them to understand how this can best be achieved and if there is a way to structure the
additional item you raised in your email regarding a cash payment from the company.
If there are any questions from DLA I will ensure these are passed on to yourself and Dennis so that you're kept
across the status and timing.
Thank you for separately sen ding through the market feedback from CAA Sports, please continue to send
through any further analysis you have at hand and I wi ll also continue to research what I can access to help fasttrack this process.
Best regards
Ash
Ashley Kerr
General Counsel

PLAYUpr
Mobile +61 417457 645
Email ashlel..kerr@RlaYJiR.com
Site www.RlaYJiR.com
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

From: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Sent: Thursday, 11 November 20211:07 PM
To: Daniel Simic <daniel,simic@playup.com>
Ce: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>;Ashley Kerr <ashley.kerr@playup.com>
Subject: Re: Laila's Agreement
Hi Daniel,
As discussed yesterday over the phone in length, I was the one that told you that I want a clean and transparent
solution which includes the board approva l, and I was the one suggesting a board resolution .
I am fine with the concept below but need this concept to be reflected in the contract as outlined below. One
change that I would request is that the company needs to pay me in cash rather than stock in the case that the
shareholder don' t approve the equity. I on ly want that as a protection for that worse case scenario and am
open for another so lution if someone has one. I just don't want end up in a situation that the company can tell
me that they tried to issue the stock but it didn't get approved and I end up not getting it.
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@Ash-appreeiateyour help in finding a solution and would appreciate if you could share a first draft with
Dennis and I asap.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Ine

PlAYUPY'
Mobil+15512297797
Email laila. mi ntas@!llaYJJ.!l· com
Site www.!l laYJJ.!l.com

Fram: Daniel Simie <daniel.simie@!llaYJJ.!l.eom >
Date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 12:10 AM
Ta: Laila Mintas <laila .mintas@RlaYJJ.R.com >
Subject: Re: Laila's Agreement
Laila,
Please read this and communieate with me. Ashley has been trying to aehieve the outcome.
We need to tell Ash we agree to this and get a board resolution and/ or undertaking to the below and issuing
our eontraets.
We have a duty to our shareholders and as direetors please understand we eannot just skip the proeesses.
We have a duty as direetors to not blow this deal with FTX and I am really trying to meet your expeetations.
Call me as soon as you read this no matter the time.

Daniel
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Daniel Simic
GEO I PlayUp

PLAYUPY
Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic @Rla}.l.!R.com
8ite www. RlaYJi~
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland N8W 2017, Australia

From: Ashley Kerr <ashlel'.kerr@QlaYJiQ.com >
Date: Wednesday, 10 November 2021 at 6:17 pm
To: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@QlaYJiQ.com >
Subject: Laila's Agreement
Hi Daniel
I have spoken with the externallawyers and we have a proposed solution.
Once we camplete the market analysis, we will increase Laila's salary under Director Resolution to the
permissible amount (ideally $lm, subject to the market research).
Separately, under the new employment agreement PlayUp will cammit to including aresolution at the
completion of the Scheme process with FTX for additional equity to be issued to Laila, which would be paid out
following campletion of the FTX transaction (exactly as any equity issued today). The exact number of shares
and value can be agreed by the board . If FTX doesn't complete for any reason, PlayUp would be required to
camplete the share issue at an exit event or by the end of the 12 months via a shareholder resolution (if no exit
event happens).
The advantage of this approach is:
1. We obtain the shareholder vote we require during the Scheme, without calling an additional EGM and all
shareholders will be highly motivated to approve the extra equity issue as they will want their payout
from the transaction;
2. We can time the equity issue so that it is after the current Options holders, so it minimise the dilutionary
affect;
3. It avoids any risk that shareholders/ASIC consider that the directors approved an executive remuneration
package in breach of the Corps Act; and
4. Laila has the cantractual commitment she seeks for the additional equity under her new contracl.
The downside of this proposal over what was discussed this morning is that the additional equity will dilute
other holders, but if we time it to be after the Options expire then the impact is somewhat reduced.
I truly believe this is the best solution for all parties involved and helps to get Laila in the exact position she is
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after.

I hope this will resolve any concern and illustrate how committed we are to finding a solution that works best
for her.
Let me know if Laila is open to progressing with this and we will get our US counsel to urgently prepare the
terms.
(heers
Ash

Ashley Kerr
General Counsel

PlAYUpr
Mobile +61 417 457 645
Email ashley.kerr@l.llaYJiI.l.com
Site www. I.llgYJiI.l.com
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

Disclaimcr: Tim email
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 22:24:58 Pacific Standard Time

Subject:

Re: US - Hiring of New staff

Date:

Monday, November 22,2021 at 10:11:43 AM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Daniel Simic, Mia Raffa

CC:

Chris Cheung, Glenn MacPherson, Michael Costa, Prashant Arora

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002 .png, image003.png, image004.png, image005.png, image006 .png,
image007.png, image008.png, image009.png, imageOl0.png, image011.png, image012.png,
image013 .p ng, image014.png
Daniel,
You keep wasting everybody's time as always.
That I am on vacation doesn't mean that you have any power to make US decisions or to get involved. Please
stay out as you are only causing harm and frustration for everybody. I am still involved and aware of everything
go ing on despite being on vacation.
I signed off two budgets already this year. Reality is that there is no leadership, no expertise, no vision fram you
as the "Global CEO" and you keep changing directions all the time. ALL the money we raised this year was
supposed to go into the US market. That's what you keep telling Investors and Shareholders. Nobody has
invested to build out the Au business as the va luation clearly comes fram the USA not AU.
Please read the Delegation of Authority document as I think you didn't understand it yet or check with Ashley
on your question s before bothering me and my team .
Daniel, my personal advice to you is to slow down a bit as yo u are not praviding any value to the company
anyway and you will have to step down soon anyway.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPY
Mobil +1 551 229 7797
Email laila.mintas@R.!g,y..\!1MQ.!!l
Site www. RlaY..\!R .com

From: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>
Date: Sunday, November 21, 2021 at 11:27 PM
To: Mia Raffa <mia .raffa@playup.com >
Cc: Chris Cheung <chris.cheung@playup.com>, Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com >, Glenn
MacPherson <glenn.macpherson@playup.com>, Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>,
Prashant Arora <prashant.arora@playup.com>
Subject: US - Hiring of New staff
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Mia and Team,
It looks like we are hiring at a rapid rate which is making me nervous.
We have no US budget signed off, No documented and approved plan and no strategy.
Furthermore I do not believe we are complying to the Delegation of Authority document that we are bound by.
With Laila on Holidays, I'm the next in line to approve things and so far I haven't been asked or involved in any
hiring.
I believe there is now dose to 10 new hires. Who are we hiring and for what roles?
Mia -(an you please present me with the plan asap on your return.

Daniel

Daniel Simic
CEO I PlayUp

PlAYUPY
Mobile +61 404 855 007
Email daniel.simic@ p[gYJ.!QJ;Q!!l
Site www.p[gyJ.!QJ;Q!!l
Address 48 Epsom Road, Zetland NSW 2017, Australia
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 23:01 :19 Pacific Standard Time

Subject:

Re: FTX / Bahamas Travel

Date:

Saturday, November 13, 2021 at 9:39:59 AM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Dennis Drazin

To:

Laila Mintas

CC:

Daniel Simic, Michael Costa, Richard sapsford

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002.png, image003.png, image004.png, imageOOS.png, image006 .png,
image007.png
Thanks for the update. I would reiterate my strang recommendation that we should finalize the deal with FTX on the
best terms possible . Although this is the first I'm hearing that Chris Groves (who I initially reached out to on behalf of
Playup when we needed funding a while aga and know fram our sports betting ca se and other consulting work) also
advised you that FTX has a backup plan and other discussions ongoing, I think it is even more important that PlayUp
finalize a deal on the best terms possible .
Good luck tothe team traveling to the Bahamas to meet with FTX.
Sent fram my iPhone

On Nov 13, 2021, at 11:27 AM, Laila Mintas <Iaila.minta s@playup.com>wrote:

Dear Board Members, hi Daniel,
Dan - ca lied you a few times to get an update on your last conversation with FTX but you didn't
reply. Would be good to get aligned before we go into a conversation with FTX in the Bahamas . I
will arrive Monday afternoon .
Just as an update -I talked to Chris Grove yesterday and he kind of said that FTX as a plan B if the
deal with us doesn't work out. As I told Dan initially, they were talking to 20 different operators
that Chris introduced them to before they selected uso Also, he mentioned that we should try to
do a deal quickly as the newest developments in the US market seems to be a bit a change of
climate here. Over the last 3 years, nobody has openly addressed that the businesses that the US
operators build are unsustainable but now we can feet this starting - after PointsBets statements
and numbers, also Wynn came out pretty strongly saying that this cannot continue and
terminated the spac. Also, Bet36s is thinking about leaving the Us market as are a few other
operators. So, his point was that valuations might go down pretty quickly, and we should use the
remaining momentum to get the deal done next week.
Also, wanted to make you aware that the following market access agreements are NOT closed yet
in case that this comes up :
• Arizona SB and iG
• Mississippi SB and iG
• Missouri SB and iG
• Louisiana SB and iG
• West Virginia SB and iG
• iGaming Indiana

Realistically, they will not be closed in the next 2 weeks. As you guys know, sometimes those
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agreements take months to dose, but I am 99% confident that I can dose them . In order to
finalize the market access agreements, I need a valid contract as my current contract with PlayUp
expires on November 30

th

2021.

That's the reason why I told Daniel already 6 weeks ago that I need a new contract and we agreed
at that time on the conditions. I asked him to prepare the board approval process. Until today I still
haven' t received any contract draft. Because we are running out of time, I was bothering Daniel
since then on my contract every week and he told me that he was working on it. Because we are
meeting FTX next week, four days ago I put again pressure on Daniel to send me the contract and instead - Daniel was ju st trying to re-negotiate the conditions that we agreed on 6 weeks ago,
from scratch. This led obviously to a big conflict between uso After this fight and 6 weeks waiting,
finally he engaged the lawyers to set up a draft but I still don' t 'know what th is will indude and if
my suggestion to solve the problem is accepted.
In order to move forward, I need my contract asap. This must have the highest priority to ensure
the growth and valuation of the company.
Kind regards,
Laila
Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp In c
<image001. png>
Mobil+15512297797
Email laila.mintas@R laYJJR·com
Site www.glaYJJR.com

<image007. png>
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Wednesday, December 8,2021 at 23:02:07 Pacific Standard Time

Subject:

Re: FTX / Bahamas Travel

Date:

Sunday, November 14, 2021 at 8:34:45 AM Pacific Standard Time

From:

Laila Mintas

To:

Michael Costa, Richard Sapsford

CC:

Daniel Simic, Dennis Drazin

Attachments: imageOO1.png, image002 .png, image003.png, image004.png, imageOOS.png, image006.png,
image007.png, image008.png, image009.png, image010.png, image011.png, image012.png,
image013.png
HiMic,
If you se nt an email to all Board Members you need to stay with the truth.
Nobodyexpected Daniel to approve the contract by himself. As I said in my email below, I was the one asking
for board approval because Daniel said he will find so me "creative solution" as you know, he always tries to go
around things and I insisted on a clean and transparent solution .
Regarding the dilution that you mentioned, of course, dilution always happens if stock get issued . However, it is
the always this process if Management gets an extended contract, that equity is used as part of the extension,
especially if the Management has created a high valuation of the company. When I started with PlayUp, the
valuation was $SO mio USD; now we have an offer of at least $450 mio USD on the table, and I even believe the
valuation is much higher. As you know, companies like TheScore or Golden Nugget have a similar set up and are
worth 2bn -while having less market access. The current valuation is created by the US business ONLY. FTX even
asked me if they need to acquire the AU business as weil.
That was reason why I told Daniel initially to not fly to the Bahamas before we have agreed on a higher
valuation but you two went ahead. The truth is I asked Daniel for me to fly upfront to the Bahamas to try to
negotiate a higher valuation on behalf of PlayU p because you guys got stuck at $450 mio and if I was
successful, Daniel and Mic should have come in to close the deal. Instead, Daniel asked me if Iwanted to kick
him out of the deal and I explained to him that that's not the case and I want more value for PlayUp. Dan tried
for himself and maybe for you Mic to get so me side deals done and the board and more importantly, the
shareholders, have NO transparency on what's going on since 3 month up to now. For me it's even more
suspicious that you don't want me to be there, especially as I have been invited by FTX and Sam.
I wo nd er where you take your courage from to tell me that it would be "inappropriate" for me to join the
meeting and "invite mys elf" as I have been invited by FTX . To make a deal for a business that I created in the US
by myself without any support of you . Daniel couldn' t increase the value of the company in 7 years and lied to
me and many other people many times when it came to stock, numbers of shares etc, told me that AU has an
inhouse, proprietary wagering tech platform read when I joined (which you just finalized weeks ago, after me
being here for almost 2 years!). In contrary to you Mic, I created huge value within 12 months and you cost the
company 100s of million by having not gotten the platform into the US yet. You have been with the company
for 7 years and it took you this long to get the AU platform done. Maybe you need another 7 years to build an
US platform? And you have the outrageousness to write me such an email and try to cut me out of the deal.
You and Daniel act negligently and not in the interest ofth e shareholders by t elling me not to attend the meetings. Are
you awa re and did you t ell FTX t hat th ose dea ls below won't close if I am not involved anymore? You are risking the
entire dea l here.
@RichardSagsford you are copied. Please confi rm that you rea d those emails.
You guys will get sued by the shareholder (me included) if that goes w rong.
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Dr Laila Mintas
CEO I PlayUp Inc

PLAYUPf
Mobil +15512297797
Email laila.mintas@glaY.l!g·com
Site www.RJg,Y.l!R"m.ill

From: Michael Costa <michael.costa@playup.com>
Date: Saturday, November 13, 2021 at 8:43 PM
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Cc: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Dennis Drazin <DDrazin@DrazinandWarshaw.com>,
Richard Sapsford <richard@rpna.com .au>
Subject: Re: FTX / Bahamas Travel
Hi Laila,
Thanks for the detailed update.
It's unclear to me and perhaps the other board members on your specific conditions for your new contract. I
don't think Daniel can actually approve your new contract on his own.
I was however in the office last week and overheard your heated conversation with Ashley and Daniel. My
understanding was Ashley explained under the corporation's act the remuneration (including equity) you have
asked for will not be possible without directors and shareholders approval and also noting it would cause a
dilution effect to current shareholders. I am aware an offer to extend your current contract was proposed by
Ashley to you, but didn't meet your expectations.
With regards to meeting with FTX in the Bahamas next week, I have been copied on emails from you stating it's
no point you artending these meetings w ithout your contract sorted. There was an online meeting scheduled
with FTX forthe 3 of us that you did not artend which went ahead with Daniel and I.
In this meeting it was discussed you would not artend the meetings at the Bahamas due to not having a
contract from 1st December. FTX are very aware and accept the current and future state of the license/access
agreements as per the spreadsheet that was prepared by you. It was made very clear to us the valuation of
$450m would get no push back and they requested Daniel and mys elf get to the Bahamas ASAP to meet with
Sam and discuss the deal.
With utmost respect for you, in my opinion it would be inappropriate for you to invite yourself or artend this
Bahamas meeting with the planned path set forward to progress the transaction .
I sincerely want this transaction to work out for all of us and believe we are taking the right steps to achieve this.
I await to review the solution to your contract issue you are referring to and hopefully it can be resolved
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promptly.
(heers,

Michael Costa
eTO I PlayUp Limited

PlAYUPY'
Mobile +61 416 158 046
Email michael. costa @plaWP.com
Site www.I2llIYJ.!p.com
Address 48 Epsom Road , Zetland NSW 2017, Australia

From: Dennis Drazin <ddrazin@drazinandwarshaw.com>
Date: Sunday, 14 November 2021 at 4:40 am
To: Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.com>
Ce: Daniel Simic <daniel.simic@playup.com>, Michael (osta <michael.costa@playup.com>, Richard
Sapsford <richard@rpna .com.au>
Subject: Re: FTX / Bahamas Travel
Thanks for the update. I would reiterate my strong recommendation that we should finalize the deal with FTX
on the best terms possible. Although this is the first I'm hearing that Chris Groves ( who I initially reached out to
on behalf of Playup when we needed funding a while aga and know from our sports betting case and other
consulting work) also advised you that FTX has a backup plan and other discussions ongoing, I think it is even
more important that PlayUp finalize a deal on the best terms possible.
Good luck to the team traveling to the Bahamas to meet w ith FTX.
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 13, 2021, at 11:27 AM, Laila Mintas <Iaila.mintas@playup.co m>wrote:
Dear Board Members, hi Daniel,
Dan - ca lied you a few times to get an update on your last conversation with FTX but you didn't
reply. Would be good to get aligned before we go into a conversation with FTX in the Bahamas. I
w ill arrive Monday afternoon.

J ust as an update -I talked to Chris Grove yesterday and he kind of said that FTX as a plan B if the
deal w ith us doesn't work out. As I told Dan initially, they were talking to 20 different operators
that Chris introduced them to before they selected uso Also, he mentioned that we should try to
do a deal quickly as the newest developments in the US market seems to be a bit a change of
climate here. Over the last 3 years, nobody has openly addressed that the businesses that the US
operators build are unsustainable but now we can feel this starting -after PointsBets statements
and numbers, also Wynn came out pretty strongly saying that this cannot continue and
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EXHIBIT 14
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